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Executive Summary 
This report aims to quantify the risk of gentrification occurring at proposed station sites along the Durham-
Orange Light Rail Transit (D-O LRT) corridor, an LRT project between the communities of Chapel Hill and 
Durham in North Carolina, projected to open in 2026.  Drawing upon research on the determinants of 
gentrification and how a new transit service can trigger or accelerate gentrification of urban neighborhoods, 
six indicators were identified which were found to be closely associated with neighborhoods prior to the 
onset of gentrification.  Limiting the analysis to stations along the corridor which met a defined income level, 
these indicators were amalgamated to produce a ranking of gentrification risk for nine station areas (defined 
as the half-mile buffer around each proposed station site).  Critiques of the study methodology and data 
quality are discussed to provide future research efforts replicating this technique with insights on where there 
is room for improvement.  Station area profiles were crafted to assess the robustness of the gentrification risk 
index based on current and future on-the-ground conditions.  It is hoped that this effort will be of value for 
academic researchers examining methods to predict gentrification prior to it occurring, as well as to regional 
stakeholders examining the issue of housing affordability along the D-O LRT corridor. 
 
Gentrification, Transit, and Displacement 
Section 2 details the field of research on the causes of gentrification, its connection to transit, and residential 
displacement as a result of gentrification.  The report takes a neutral stance towards gentrification, treating it 
as a natural phenomenon worth planning for in order to accentuate positives and minimize negatives.  
Worsening affordability is one potential outcome of 
gentrification worth curtailing. 
 
Three lynchpins of gentrification in urban neighborhoods are 
identified: housing quality, accessibility, and demographic 
shifts.  Considerations related to housing center around the 
cost, size, and relative quality of homes.  Accessibility concerns 
relate to the distance renters and homeowners travel to and 
from work, or to and from other important destinations.  In 
the classic monocentric city model, households make location 
decisions by trading off housing quality and accessibility.  In the mid-20th century, the ability to build larger 
houses combined with improved accessibility in outlying parts of metropolitan areas from expanded highway 
networks and jobs relocation led to widespread suburbanization throughout the country.  Recently, 
disinvestment of urban neighborhoods has reversed in areas undergoing gentrification thanks to the 
confluence of job growth in downtown areas, cheap land and property values to redevelop or build entirely 
new housing, and demographic shifts towards urban lifestyles, with attractions and services within walking 
distance. 
 
Gentrification has been shown to be connected with improved accessibility to transit services.  Many studies 
have shown a link between property value increases following the introduction of a rail transit service, 
particularly a light rail service.  Pollack et al. (2010) showed that the majority of neighborhoods near new light 
rail stations showed faster increases in population growth, median household income, rents, and in-migration. 
 
With these observed patterns of neighborhood change, concerns have arisen about worsening housing 
affordability for lower-income populations in neighborhoods undergoing gentrification.  The literature on 
gentrification-induced displacement is varied, with studies on both sides showing that lower-income 
populations can benefit from increased levels of investment or face greater cost pressures to remain in place.  
Gentrification is “a pattern of 
neighborhood change in which a 
previously low-income neighborhood 
experiences reinvestment and 
revitalization, accompanied by increasing 
home values and/or rents” 
-Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham, 2010 
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It is quite difficult to link displacement to gentrification due to the many confounding factors affecting 
housing turnover and succession in neighborhoods.  Nevertheless, regardless of the scale of displacement 
which may occur from gentrification from the D-O LRT investment, actions to help preserve housing 
affordability in affected neighborhoods are worthwhile goals. 
 
Policy Actions to Preserve Housing Affordability 
Section 3 highlights studies carried out by local student groups, organizations, and Triangle Transit to help 
bring about improved housing affordability for area residents, particularly in anticipation of the D-O LRT.  
The efficacy of different policy solutions are analyzed, with actions such as the use of low-income housing tax 
credits and the North Carolina Housing Trust Fund shown to bring about the best value.  These policy 
solutions are linked with different development patterns to demonstrate where policy actions would be most 
effective, with stations along the D-O LRT befitting these development types identified.  Triangle Transit-
initiated studies are also highlighted, elucidating how parking provision at new multi-unit housing 
developments contribute to increased rents and artificial restriction of housing supply raises housing costs 
throughout the market. 
 
Indicators of Gentrification Risk 
Section 4 discusses the six indicators which were incorporated into the 
gentrification risk index, selected based on their prevalence in the field 
of research and their appropriateness to existing conditions along the 
D-O LRT corridor.  Of the 18 potential stations along the line, nine 
were selected for inclusion in the index based on their station areas 
possessing a median household income below 80 percent of the area 
median income (AMI).  The indicators chosen were: 
 
 Walk Score—Home values and neighborhood desirability 
have been linked to the intensity of pedestrian amenities available. 
 Percentage of Renter-Occupied Housing Units—
Development is likely to face less resistance in a neighborhood rich 
with renters, and gentrifying populations like Millennials are more likely 
to rent rather than own homes. 
 Percentage of Housing Units Built Before 1940—Many 
housing units this age are approaching a state of obsolescence, making 
these particular units suitable for redevelopment. 
 Distance to Employment Centers Along D-O LRT—This study’s measure of accessibility, 
gentrification is predicted to be more likely closest to stations with significant job activity. 
 Percentage of Vacant Housing Units—With little value derived from these buildings in their 
current form, refurbishment or redevelopment potential is higher. 
 Percentage of Housing Units as Part of a Residential Structure with Three or More Housing 
Units—Some gentrifying populations, like Millennials, are more likely to rent in multi-unit residential 
complexes than own single-family homes.  On a per-unit basis, these structures are also more 
profitable for developers. 
 
Other indicators not selected were identified, with the argument that indicators were meant to be kept to a 
reasonable number to emphasize the factors which were felt to be most important in influencing 
gentrification. 
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Methodology 
Section 5 details the methodology for aggregating each of the indicators, measured both through 2008-2012 
American Community Survey five-year block group estimates and other non-Census based sources.  
Deviating from other studies examining neighborhood change as a result of gentrification, each block group 
encompassing a half-mile buffer area was incorporated into the index based on its proportion which was 
contained within a station’s buffer area.  Data for each indicator was summed to attain a station area-level 
representation of that indicator’s prevalence.  This process is depicted in graphic form below: 
 
 
Findings 
Section 6 highlights the findings of the indexing effort, which is reflected both as scores summing the ranks 
of each indicator for each station area and as normalized scores reflecting the distribution of an indicator’s 
value across the station areas.  The normalized scores were used throughout the rest of the report to base the 
analysis.  Both the observed totals for each station and the normalized results are reflected in the tables 
below: 
 
 
 
 
 
Drawing significant findings from the performance of the gentrification index is a tricky venture.  The best 
way to measure its performance is to wait and see how gentrification plays out at each station area, which 
could take many years.  However, the correlation coefficients of each indicator compared against the 
normalization score do provide some indication of which indicators held more importance in influencing the 
results.  Furthermore, the magnitude of differences between the highest and lowest ranked stations provide  
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stakeholders with an indication of where efforts to preserve housing 
affordability could be most sensibly directed. 
 
Given the index’s imperfections, identifying weaknesses of the index’s 
methodology and of the data quality holds great importance for researchers 
whom may seek to conduct a similar research effort in the future.  
Limitations of the indexing effort related to the study methodology include: 
 Mischaracterization of station areas through the transformation of 
data estimates for block groups within each buffer area.  This method 
assumes an even distribution of household characteristics throughout each 
block group, when in reality households of a certain type may be more 
heavily-represented within the buffer area. 
 The absence of indicator weighting, to ascribe more importance to indicators which are felt to be 
more heavily instrumental in bringing about gentrification.  Weighting variables would require an 
incredibly strong understanding of the subject matter and the geographic area under study. 
 Using normalization, outlier values can distort the results. 
 Using percentages instead of sum numbers for indicator values can downplay gentrification risk at 
station areas with higher existing population figures 
 The influence of the median income starting point is not examined.  The likelihood of gentrification 
may be helped or hurt based on where its starting median income level lies. 
Limitations of the index related to the quality of data include: 
 Sample size issues.  Large standard errors for some of the block group estimates indicate that the true 
value of some indicators for some station areas may be significantly different than the figures that 
were used. 
 Census data for block groups within Duke University and the University of North Carolina reflected 
a student-rich population with a building stock primarily owned by the universities, which risks 
mischaracterizing the character of gentrification potential for affected station areas. 
 Use of five-year estimates, as conditions at station areas have changed significantly over the 2008-
2012 time period. 
 The similarity of the renter-occupied and multi-unit housing unit indicators, as large multi-unit 
complexes at some station areas are primarily renter-occupied. 
 Restriction of the housing units built before 1940 to residential structures, as conversion of older 
industrial warehouses as widely sparked development within Durham. 
 General suitability issues of the multi-unit housing unit, accessibility, and vacant housing metrics. 
 
Station Area Conditions Analysis 
Section 7 delves into an analysis of the development history and future development potential at each of the 
nine station sites in the study.  Use of parcel data on building and land valuations, housing stock state of 
repair, and number of dwelling units per structure is utilized to inform the analysis and critique the accuracy 
of specific indicators.  This section is primarily aimed at comparing the results of the gentrification risk index 
with actual on-the-ground conditions, concluding whether the index’s output corresponds with planned and 
potential development at each station site based on current land uses and the physical structure of 
neighborhoods. 
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In general, station areas with relatively homogenous development profiles (such as Duke Medical Center and 
LaSalle) are characterized well by the gentrification risk index.  Stations with fragmented neighborhood types 
within their half-mile buffer, such as Dillard, are more difficult to characterize using the gentrification risk 
index.  Gentrification also appears to be underway at some station areas, such as Ninth Street, which is not 
captured in the index’s results.  However, the top stations for gentrification risk according to the index appear 
to hold the most potential for future development and change, whereas those with the least risk are properly 
identified as such based on their characteristics. 
 
Future Research Steps 
Section 8 details future research steps based on the experience of building and applying the gentrification risk 
index.  Using parcel-level data, as was done for the station area conditions analysis, can serve as an effective 
way to replace Census data for selected indicators.  Incorporating land and building values in some way, when 
the accuracy of these data can be ensured, can also improve the results of a future like-minded index.  
Carrying out a similar effort using historical data for neighborhoods near transit stations which gentrified is 
another helpful way to figure out which indicators are most predictive of gentrification. 
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1. Introduction 
The “Assessing Gentrification Risk Along the Durham-Orange LRT Corridor” report introduces and carries 
out the concept of a gentrification risk index, aggregating quantitative data found to be associated with 
impending gentrification in neighborhoods and assessing the likelihood of gentrification occurring in the 
areas surrounding station sites along the proposed Durham-Orange Light Rail Transit (D-O LRT) corridor.  
This work builds upon the work of past researchers in attempting to forecast future gentrification associated 
with new transit investments. 
There are several motivations for conducting this research, and I hope the beneficiaries of this effort will 
include a collection of academics and researchers, policy makers, affordable housing advocates, and 
transportation, land use, and community development planners.   
This work was borne from a 2012 study completed by myself and three students from the Gillings School of 
Global Public Health at the University of North Carolina (UNC) for the North Carolina Justice Center.  In 
pushing for a report where certain indicators precluding gentrification in neighborhoods experiencing a new 
transit service were identified, the Justice Center specifically cited displacement of low-income populations as 
a primary concern for their agency.  Although I shy away from a strict interpretation of gentrification 
inevitably leading to displacement, this report nevertheless treats as a central tenet the idea of displacement as 
a possible outcome of gentrification that should be averted. 
Indeed, planning efforts associated with the D-O LRT have identified preservation and creation of affordable 
housing around proposed station sites as a priority.  In March 2014 Durham city councilors and county 
commissioners informally approved a goal to ensure at least 15 percent of residences within a half-mile of 
each station site to be affordable to households making less than 60 percent of the area median income 
(AMI) (Wise, 2014).  Strategies for achieving this mandate are laid out in this report, with the hope that the 
gentrification risk index can lend insight into where potential (if not ongoing) affordable housing loss may be 
greatest. 
From an academic standpoint, the concept of a gentrification risk index is my attempt to advance the level of 
discourse taking place on this subject.  The determinants of gentrification vary depending on numerous 
factors, to the point where gentrification is almost never carried out similarly in different neighborhoods.  I 
try to identify the most influential factors swaying gentrification in Durham, North Carolina, based on both a 
general reading of how gentrification typically develops and a more specific interpretation of how 
development may be impacted by the impending light rail investment.  With this information, I endeavor to 
aggregate quantifiable indicators based on their prevalence at a half-mile buffer around qualifying D-O LRT 
stations to produce an output which identifies where gentrification is more likely to occur. 
I make no secret of the weaknesses involved with the approach I take, although I contend these flaws are 
largely out of my control.  Deficiencies of the gentrification risk index stem from limitations of our own 
understanding of how gentrification develops, as well as imperfections associated with the methodology used 
to carry out the index and the quality of the data itself.  I propose possible solutions to some of these issues, 
many of which involve the use of more finely-detailed data related to neighborhood demographics and the 
local built environment.  I hope a future research effort on this subject can advance upon the work I’ve 
carried out here. 
A final section analyzing parcel-level data on land and improvement values in Durham County and state of 
repair evaluations carried out on existing housing in affected neighborhoods, all while incorporating an 
understanding of ongoing and upcoming development projects being carried out near D-O LRT station sites, 
is intended to be of value to different parties reading this report.  For researchers on this subject, confirming 
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the index’s results with actual on-the-ground conditions can lend insight into how well the index has 
predicted where gentrification will occur, although admittedly in a subjective manner.  The strongest 
confirmation or invalidation of the index is best discovered in time, but the D-O LRT is not scheduled to 
become operational until 2026.   
For planners pursuing long-term housing affordability conjoined with the D-O LRT investment, this 
accounting of existing and future neighborhood conditions will hopefully add another layer of insight on top 
of the index’s results to help prioritize planning for the preservation and creation of affordable housing.  The 
varying block structures, building types, and historical development experienced throughout Durham casts 
incredible nuance on the actions needed to achieve a 15 percent affordable housing mandate for each station 
area.  I hope characterizing current on-the-ground conditions with an eye on how the housing affordability 
may change moving forward provides insight to stakeholders involved in realizing this goal. 
Before diving into the report, a primer is needed on the D-O LRT investment to establish the regional 
context which this project and my work is working within. 
 
Overview of the Durham-Orange Light Rail Transit Corridor 
The Durham-Orange Light Rail Transit corridor is a proposed 17-mile light rail transit investment connecting 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s campus with downtown Durham, North Carolina.  Running 
through Orange (home of Chapel Hill) and Durham counties, the investment is currently projected to cost 
upwards of $1.37 billion in 2012 dollars.  The final alignment will feature 17 stations1, originating from the 
UNC Hospitals station in Chapel Hill to run along the NC 54, I-40, US 15-501, and Erwin Road corridors 
before sharing the existing North Carolina Railroad corridor in downtown Durham towards its terminus at 
Alston Avenue in East Durham.  The project’s Application to Project Development (Triangle Transit, 
2013b), approved by FTA in 2014, projects 23,100 daily boardings in 2035 with a 39 minute travel time along 
its length. 
                                                          
1 There are 18 stations under consideration, but only one of the Woodmont or Meadowmont Lane stations will be 
serviced in the final alignment. 
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Map of the D-O LRT corridor, with the 18 proposed stations (Triangle Transit, 2013b) 
The need for the D-O LRT is rooted in the tremendous growth currently being experienced throughout the 
Triangle.  The combined population of Orange and Durham counties in 2005 was 360,000 people.  By 2012, 
this figure had already grown to over 417,000 people.  The year 2005 regional model (which provided the 
projections which originally supported the D-O LRT’s need) had predicted a total population for these two 
counties at over 516,000 people by 2035, but at the 2005-2012 growth pace it will instead stand at 616,780 
people.   
This population growth will place considerable strain on the existing transportation network.  The project’s 
Alternatives Analysis report, completed in 2012 (Triangle Transit, 2012), notes that the D-O LRT’s study area 
will be the most travelled corridor in the region.  Growth, both in population and in traffic levels, can be 
expected along the NC 54 and US 15-501 corridors.  These two roadways serve as gateways to Chapel Hill 
and Durham from I-40, and already encounter substantial congestion each weekday.  Many new residential 
developments have recently been built or are currently under construction along the corridor between the 
LaSalle and Durham stations, with the potential for infill development for most the stations east of MLK.  
Vacant land for new development is plentiful at stations such as Woodmont, Leigh Village, Gateway, and 
Patterson Place.  All of these existing and future developments place increasingly greater pressure on the 
regional transportation network. 
These projected conditions point to the need for high-quality transit services within the D-O LRT corridor, 
which are currently lacking.  Stressed in the Alternatives Analysis is the desire for a service which attracts 
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choice riders, which the D-O LRT aims to achieve by offering greater benefits over driving than a similarly 
routed bus service.  Better serving transit-dependent populations, including the university populations of 
UNC and Duke, is also a goal of the investment.  This is especially important along the NC 54 corridor west 
of the UNC campus, owing to that university’s restrictive parking policies. 
Project stakeholders also expect the new light rail service to help foster the pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use 
growth which can support long-term economic development.  New rail corridors across the country have 
helped catalyze new developments in their proximity, stimulating land value premiums and encouraging 
compact development.  The relationship between the economic development goals of this and other light rail 
investments and the gentrification and fears over displacement seen in affected neighborhoods forms the 
impetus for this report. 
As of March 2014, the D-O LRT is currently in the Project Development stage.  In 2011 and 2012 Durham 
and Orange counties, respectively, approved sales tax referendums which gave regional approval and 
provided dedicated county funding for the investment.  The project is anticipated to seek a full funding grant 
agreement by 2019, and become operational by 2026.  The D-O LRT is part of a larger regional transit plan 
which includes another LRT corridor in Wake County and a commuter rail connection from West Durham 
into Wake County, including downtown Raleigh.  Wake County has yet to put the plan up for a public vote. 
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2. Gentrification, Transit, and Displacement 
The gentrification of urban neighborhoods can incite strong emotions.  Some feel that gentrification is a 
positive event for traditionally disinvested neighborhoods by promoting environmentally-sensible 
development and creating more lively urban places.  Yet negative aspects of gentrification, including 
worsening affordability for low-income populations for whom good access to jobs and strong social ties is 
paramount, cast doubt on whether gentrification achieves equitable outcomes.  This report does not attempt 
to take sides on whether gentrification, generally speaking, is good or bad.  Rather, it views gentrification as a 
naturally occurring phenomenon which can be planned for to maximize the positives and minimize the 
negatives. 
This section presents the body of research on gentrification, its causes, how the introduction of a new transit 
service can serve to bring about or accelerate gentrification, and the link between gentrification and 
displacement. 
 
Defining Gentrification 
Definitions of gentrification can incorporate the demographic, economic, and physical transformations which 
take place in affected neighborhoods.  Many definitions touch on the fact that it is, at its core, characterized 
by increasing property values and incomes.  Most delineate a standard income level which a neighborhood 
possesses before gentrification, often as a percentage of the area median income for the region in question.  
Others will detail the typical populations associated as “gentrifiers” of a neighborhood, touching on income 
and education levels. 
Pollack et al. (2010), whose study of gentrification of transit station areas this report most closely emulates, 
defines the primary aspects of gentrification as: 
“A pattern of neighborhood change in which a previously low-income neighborhood experiences 
reinvestment and revitalization, accompanied by increasing home values and/or rents.  
Gentrification, while frequently controversial, can be either good or bad for a neighborhood, 
depending on who benefits from the reinvestment and revitalization” (p. 2) 
A more encompassing definition, albeit with a more negative slant, is provided by Perez (2004), who 
describes gentrification as: 
“An economic and social process whereby private capital (real estate firms, developers) and 
individual homeowners and renters reinvest in fiscally neglected neighborhoods through housing 
rehabilitation, loft conversions, and the construction of new housing stock.  Unlike urban renewal, 
gentrification is a gradual process, occurring one building or block at a time, slowly reconfiguring the 
neighborhood landscape of consumption and residence by displacing poor and working-class 
residents unable to afford to live in ‘revitalized’ neighborhoods with rising rents, property taxes, and 
new businesses catering to an upscale clientele” (p. 139) 
Although Perez’s strong declaration of displacement may be inappropriate (as will be exhibited later), her 
description strikes upon many of the physical transformations which typically take place in a gentrifying 
neighborhood.  The conditions which need to be in place, ranging all the way from local to international 
factors, are highly variable across both time and space.  Gentrification is an uneven phenomenon, poised to 
influence some neighborhoods in a city but not others, affecting different cities in the nation at different 
points in time. 
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Regional employment profiles, historic development patterns, and governmental policies all influence the 
ability of neighborhoods to gentrify, but these factors manifest themselves differently not just across the 
country but across states and individual regions as well.    Wider economic booms and busts on the national 
level sway the ability of developers to acquire financing for inner-city projects; for instance, the availability of 
credit from lending institutions today is markedly different than from before the 2008 recession.  
Fundamental shifts in the types of employment available dictate how job markets align in a region.  The 
growth of service sector industries in downtown areas, typically paying competitive wages and reliant on an 
educated workforce, has undoubtedly pushed more households with higher budgets to seek out housing in 
urban areas (Levy & Gilchrist, 2013). 
Much attention has been given in recent years to the role gentrification is playing in transforming cities across 
the country.  In Washington DC, where a report estimated that 35 percent of low-income Census tracts 
gentrified between 2000 and 2007 (Hartley, 2013), widespread concerns have been raised by long-term 
residents of the city that African-American culture is being lost, inequality is on the rise, and district 
leadership is prioritizing the interests of developers over that of neighborhoods (Muhammed, 2014).  In San 
Francisco an influx of highly-educated workers drawn to the region’s booming technology and 
entrepreneurial spirit has spawned more expensive housing markets.  This has led to highly publicized clashes 
between companies like Google, working to provide private bus transportation to its workers living in the city 
to its headquarters in Silicon Valley, and anti-gentrification activists bemoaning the state of housing 
affordability in the city (Gumbel, 2014).   
The transformation of neighborhoods in Durham has led to activists pushing for protections for low-income 
families and safeguards to preserve the general affordability of homes (Lilly, 2013).  Ownership transfers at 
large apartment complexes have left tenants facing rent increases (Southern Coalition for Social Justice, 2009).  
Wait lists for Section 8 housing vouchers and public housing offered by the Durham Housing Authority are 
lengthy (Sorg, 2012).  Neighborhoods such as Brightleaf, Old North Durham, and Erwin Road by Duke’s 
West Campus have been the focus of investments both large and small in recent years. 
Some prominent urban thinkers celebrate gentrification as a much-needed shift towards more economically, 
environmentally, and socially beneficial lifestyles and away from the sprawling development patterns of the 
late 20th century.  Andres Duany, a noted New Urbanist, writes in his essay Three Cheers for Gentrification (2000) 
that “Gentrification rebalances a concentration of poverty by providing the tax base, rub-off work ethic, and 
political effectiveness of a middle class, and in the process improves the quality of life for all of a 
community’s residents.” (p. 1).  Byrne (2002) makes a similar argument in positing that, on balance, 
gentrification is good for cities by “increasing the number of residents who can pay taxes, purchase local 
goods and services, and support the city in state and federal political processes” (p. 406).  Despite their 
advocacy for gentrification on a general scale, each concedes that the provision of affordable housing is 
necessary to ensure an equitable distribution of benefits. 
Indeed, if one believes that one of the primary missions of cities is to create and promote value-building 
activities in an efficient manner, it’s difficult to argue against the nature of what gentrification entails.  Planner 
Joseph Minicozzi advocates for well-designed, mixed-use development in downtown areas as a way for cities 
to extract higher property tax revenues on a per acre basis than development in outlying areas (Minicozzi, 
2012).  By encouraging this type of dense development pattern, cities are able to consolidate services over 
smaller geographic areas, creating greater amounts of tax revenue while pushing for development where 
required utilities are already in place.  Under this argument cities perhaps should be welcoming of 
gentrification and the investment it pumps into inner-city neighborhoods. 
These arguments for gentrification do not dismiss the negatives that it may cause, particularly in the area of 
housing affordability.  Increased housing prices and rents are at the root of most critiques of gentrification, 
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and few would argue that cities should be dismissive of these concerns.  If cities could welcome gentrification 
in a way which allows low-income residents to stay in place, without straining their budgets, seemingly 
everyone would win.  Unfortunately this ideal has proven difficult to achieve.   
 
How Gentrification Occurs 
To gather a better understanding of why gentrification occurs, it is worthwhile to look at the effect of three 
key variables: accessibility, housing, and demographics. 
 
In the classic monocentric city model, as explained by Kolko (2007), households select residential location 
through an accounting of housing costs and commuting costs.  For housing costs, the cost, quality, and size 
of housing each play roles in dictating housing choice.  Families with children may desire larger houses on 
larger lots, whereas younger individuals may desire or assent to living in smaller housing with roommates for 
cultural or financial reasons.  For commuting costs, the ease and cost by which households can travel to jobs 
or other important activities influences where in a region a household locates.  Easy access to a minimally-
congested highway network may allow a household to commute longer distances to work, whereas poorer 
households with limited access to personal vehicles may locate where public transportation is more readily-
available. 
Households have different income elasticities for housing demand and commuting costs.  Put another way, if 
there are two households with similar budgets, one may locate in close proximity to their employment 
because they value a short commute, whereas the other will endure a longer commute to live in a particular 
house or neighborhood.  The populations associated as “gentrifiers” could be moving closer to the city 
because they prioritize shorter commutes.  Factors beyond the location of one’s job, such as proximity to 
consumption opportunities and other urban amenities, also encourage these decisions (Kolko, 2007).  
Proximity to transit, when that mode poses a superior alternative to driving, is one factor for which a 
household may choose to move to an urban neighborhood.  
Just as commute time and cost differs throughout a region, so does the quality of housing.  The post-World 
War II development pattern is characterized by the expansion of housing into suburban (and eventually 
exurban) areas, where land could be acquired more cheaply and houses could be built on larger lots.  As older 
housing stock in more urban neighborhoods declined, individuals and families came to prefer the larger, 
higher quality housing they could acquire in the suburbs.  This process continued unabated throughout much 
of the latter 20th century, as the decentralization of jobs throughout most metropolitan areas enabled 
households to keep commuting costs low, among other factors.   
The deterioration and habitual abandonment of inner-city housing throughout this period did not go 
unnoticed by homeowners and/or developers, however.  The rent gap theory, first proposed by Smith (1979, 
as told in Dominie [2012]), argues that reinvestment or redevelopment of this older housing stock will occur 
when there is a large enough gap between the value of the current use of a building and the value that could 
potentially be generated under another use.  Acknowledging that a single landowner has little incentive to 
upgrade if the overall neighborhood quality remains low, Smith contends that disinvestment of older housing 
will continue until the gap between current and potential land uses is large enough on a neighborhood level 
and investors have some degree of insurance that their efforts will likely turn a profit.    
Reading into Smith’s second condition relating to insurance of investor’s capital to turn a profit, it stands to 
reason that reinvestment will occur in neighborhoods which have some qualities in its favor.  Neighborhoods 
close to or within central business districts, where investment was less likely to wane during the 
suburbanization of regions, are one example.  Others near activity centers, such as universities, are another 
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example.  The opening of a new transit station may have such an effect, especially if the transit investment 
will lower commuting costs or generate transit-oriented development. 
To demonstrate the influence of housing quality on residential location decisions, Brueckner and Rosenthal 
(2009) compared the economic status of Census tracts with distance from the city center.  They found that 
when dwelling age was fixed, a tract’s economic status tended to fall rather than rise as distance increases.  
This suggests that if not for the deteriorated housing stocks of urban neighborhoods high-income households 
would tend to live closer to the city center (p. 726-727). 
The effect of proximity to the city center and older housing stocks depends on the broader characteristics of 
the metropolitan area in question.  Kolko (2007) found that in regions where either one of these features were 
more scarce—that being more spread-out metropolitan areas and regions with less old housing—the income 
gains of lower-income urban neighborhoods were greater.  On the other hand, a nearby high-income 
neighborhood (as opposed to proximity to the city center itself) has a lesser effect in lower-density areas (p. 
11).  This points to the emphasized importance of the first two attributes on a polycentric region like the 
Triangle, which has experienced the bulk of its growth in the second half of the 20th century.   
As mentioned above, households evaluate the trade-off between housing and commuting costs differently.  
The population groups that are associated with contributing to gentrification have measured these costs in a 
way which pushes them towards more urban lifestyles.  
Ley (1996, as told in Brown-Saracino [2010]), in describing the gentrification of the Fairview neighborhood in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, notes of the new populations: 
“Mostly they were small households with professional or managerial occupations, working 
downtown in business or in the public sector in teaching, health care, or government service.  
Household heads were either under 35 years of age, at an early stage in their professional and family 
careers, or else empty-nesters, purchasing with a retirement home in mind” (p. 104)   
This portrayal points to well-educated young households and empty-nesters, typically upholding at least 
middle-class lifestyles, as being the driving forces of gentrification.  Many accounts point to the “excitement” 
of urban life as an appeal for urban living, especially when put in comparison to the suburbs (Piiparinen, 
2013).  For the Millennials of today who grew up in suburbs, and their Baby Boomer parents who have now 
spent decades living there (and perhaps grew up there themselves), this change of pace is welcomed, 
particularly when it’s accompanied by lower housing and commuting costs.   
The dampening effect of children on the likelihood of gentrification, as noted by McKinnish et al. (2010) in 
reference to gentrifying White households, corroborates with the above perceptions.  This condition is not 
universal, however: Karsten (2003) notes how some middle-class households choose to remain in the city 
after having children due to their preferences for urban lifestyles (Karsten, 2003).   
Opponents of gentrification sometimes note that gentrifying populations are more likely to be Whiter than 
the existing population of these neighborhoods.  Evidence of this is mixed.  Freeman (2006) details Black 
neighborhoods in New York City, such as Harlem and Clinton Hill, which have experienced gentrification as 
a result of an influx of overwhelmingly black populations.  He writes that “eclectic-minded segments of the 
black middle class…see in gentrification an opportunity to carve out their own the space without having to 
conform to the precepts of white America or the conservative social ethos that dominates much of black 
America” (p. 196).  
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Transit and Gentrification 
With the fundamentals of gentrification established, I examine how the availability of transit services brings 
about neighborhood change.  A logical place to start is with the work of Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham, 
whose 2010 report Maintaining Diversity in America’s Transit Rich Neighborhoods: Tools for Equitable Neighborhood 
Change comprehensively studies how neighborhoods in America’s cities have changed following the 
introduction of a new transit service. 
Looking at 42 new stations in 12 different metropolitan areas which opened between 1990 and 1997, and 
comparing conditions at the stations between the 1990 and 2000 decennial Censuses, Pollack et al. found 
widespread evidence of increasing property values and incomes in the areas surrounding these new stations.  
Highlights of these findings include: 
 Population growth was faster in 64 percent of the station areas than in their corresponding 
metropolitan areas 
 In-migration rates (the number of people who moved into the neighborhood in the prior five years) 
was faster in 71 percent of the station areas than in their corresponding metropolitan areas 
 Median household income grew faster in 62 percent of the station areas than in their corresponding 
metropolitan areas 
 Median gross rents grew faster in 74 percent of the station areas than in their corresponding 
metropolitan areas 
 Median housing values grew faster in 88 percent of the station areas than in their corresponding 
metropolitan areas (p. 24-25) 
In looking at instances where differences with the corresponding metropolitan area exceeded 20 percentage 
points, many of the findings of Pollack et al. were reinforced.  It led the authors to conclude that “new transit 
stations are associated with a pattern of neighborhood change marked by sizeable increases in population and 
household income, particularly at the high end of the income spectrum, and by rising homeownership rates, 
housing values and residential rents” (p. 29). 
Research points to a positive relationship between property values and transit accessibility.  A literature 
review conducted by Wardrip (2011) indicated than proximity to public transit leads to higher rents and home 
values in many cases.  The range of price premiums widely varies due to the different methodologies and 
contexts of the different studies, but Duncan (2008) concludes that “the most that one may safely generalize 
from the body of literature is that properties near stations sell at small to modest premiums (somewhere 
between 0% to 10%)” (p. 121).  Wardrip writes that “in a metro area with a strong housing market and a 
reliable transit system that effectively connects residents with jobs and other destinations, the price premium 
may well be much higher than average” (p. 2). 
Yan, Delmelle, and Duncan (2012) applied a hedonic regression model to evaluate the impact of the Blue 
Line in Charlotte on single-family housing values within one mile of stations.  Measuring the change in values 
beginning with the pre-planning stage, they conclude that home values began to react positively to the light 
rail during the operational phase.  The authors speculate that  
“this may suggest that accessibility to reliable transportation has improved the attractiveness of 
single-family houses in the vicinity of light rail stations, or that some of the unattractive industrial 
uses [that used to characterize the light rail corridor] have disappeared, or that light rail investment 
has improved the image of the area.” (p. 66). 
Cervero et al. (2004) and Duncan (2008) speculate that the price premiums for condominiums and 
apartments buildings is greater than for single-family homes.  Duncan attributes this to tenants of these units 
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typically having smaller households with simpler transportation needs.  Research on this effect is generally 
hampered by the greater difficulty involved in finding information on rents as opposed to sales transactions. 
It is important to recognize the context surrounding transit stations when pondering potential change in the 
neighborhood.  Depending on development at the station site, design of the station itself, the transit mode 
involved, and other contextual factors, a new transit station could be seen as an unwelcome change in a 
neighborhood.  For instance, Kahn (2007) found that “walk and ride” stations experience greater income 
gains than “park and ride” stations which opened as a result of transit expansion.  He writes that “park and 
ride” stations could lower local quality of life because of increased noise, traffic and congestion (p. 163).  
Wardrip (2011) notes that studies on the nuisance effects of transit are inconclusive due to the myriad 
contextual factors affecting each rail line. 
Another consideration is the difference between light rail, heavy rail, and commuter rail in affecting 
neighborhood change.  Pollack et al. (2010) differentiated between these three station types and found that 
light rail stations accentuated nearly every aspect of neighborhood change in a statistically significant way.  
They note that “the most striking differences included greater increases in median income and in the 
proportion of owner-occupied homes, as well as increases in the percentage of households with two or more 
cars” (p. 32). 
That last statement directs me to a particular concern: research shows that when a transit-served 
neighborhood receives an influx of wealthier, car-owning households, aggregate transit ridership in that 
neighborhood decreases.  This indicates that while the gentrifying populations appreciate the presence of the 
transit station, they are not reliant on the transit service to commute to work or conduct other trips.  Pollack 
et al. (2010) found that motor vehicle ownership in 71 percent of station areas increased at a rate faster than 
the corresponding metropolitan area.  In 40 percent of these station areas the rate of public transit use for 
commuting actually declined relative to the change for the corresponding metropolitan area (p. 25). 
Dominie (2012) also documented this outcome in his study on travel behavior at Metro stations in Los 
Angeles County in California.  After measuring the degree of gentrification occurring between 1990 and 2010 
at Census tracts within one half-mile of a station, he found that increases of households in neighborhoods 
earning more than $40,000 annually were associated with decreased transit usage and increased solo driving, 
whereas households earning less than $40,000 annually were associated with greater transit usage and less solo 
driving (p. 62).  
The boosted presence of cars in neighborhoods can create greater amounts of local congestion, a higher 
possibility for vehicle collisions with pedestrians or bicyclists, and greater demand for on-street or commercial 
parking, all of which detract from a pedestrian-oriented environment.  New residential projects may seek to 
construct and provide ample parking for future residents, requiring greater space requirements and adding 
costs to the development which can be passed onto future residents whether they use the parking or not.  
Given that arguments for new transit investments, including the D-O LRT, are predicated on accurate 
ridership forecasting, a failure to reach projections may lead the project to be perceived as an inefficient use 
of public funds.  Equity concerns are raised as well, as the transit-dependent populations for whom the 
investment would most benefit are unable to take advantage of the service if they become displaced. 
 
Gentrification and Displacement 
The increased rents and property values which are symptomatic of gentrifying neighborhoods is associated 
with widespread concern about low-income populations becoming displaced.  Residential displacement as a 
result of gentrification is commonly thought of as renters getting “priced out” of their homes when rents 
escalate to unaffordable levels.  This can come about through a desire of landlords to maximize profits from 
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their properties, or as an intentional effort to drive out unwanted residents and replace them with other 
tenants.  Rent hikes can also precede an action on a property, such as a repurposing or sale.   
Another detrimental outcome can occur when property value increases for homeowners impede on the ability 
to pay annual property tax obligations.  Without an associated rise in household income levels, higher tax 
payments reduce the disposable income available to homeowners to spend on other needs.  However, 
increased property values can also be thought of as a positive development for homeowners who are 
interested or willing to sell their homes at a higher cost.   
Households displaced from gentrifying neighborhoods can be subject to many hardships.  Long-time 
residents of neighborhoods, perhaps having resided there over a matter of decades, can experience a loss of 
social cohesion, which refers to the connections one has to family, neighborhood, identity group, locality, and 
society.  The support networks that a strong sense of social cohesion enables, such as friendships, job 
connections, or participation in a community group, can help reduce stress.  Conversely, isolation can 
aggravate mental illness (Ross et al., 2007). 
Displaced households may be compelled to find new housing in neighborhoods and communities which 
impose a greater strain on their travel behavior.  Living at a greater distance from jobs and other important 
locations, such as the residences of relatives, children’s schools, places of worship, and oft-frequented medical 
facilities, increases the amount of time members of displaced households spend in transport.  Longer 
commutes to these activities cuts into the free time members of displaced households can spend with their 
families or on other leisure activities.   
The new homes of displaced individuals and families may be situated in a place where transit service is limited 
or absent entirely, forcing these households to purchase an automobile or rely on others for rides.  There are 
substantial economic costs involved the purchase of a vehicle, as well as the gasoline and general maintenance 
involved with the daily use of an automobile, which adds significantly to the cost burden of these households.  
Additional vehicles on the regional road network impose time costs on other drivers too.  Vehicle emissions 
worsen regional air quality and are associated with other detrimental health effects, especially when driving 
substitutes for more active travel methods like walking, bicycling, and using public transit (Ross et al., 2007). 
Displaced households may experience a decrease in quality from their old homes to their new homes.  
Substandard or crowded housing increases the risk of injury, lead poisoning, and respiratory illness of tenants 
(Ross et al., 2007).  Newman & Wyly cite specific population groups, such as single parents, the elderly, 
immigrants, and younger families, as being forced to double up with family or friends when displaced through 
gentrification.  Overcrowding can be a particularly serious problem in low-income immigrant communities 
(Newman & Wyly, 2006). 
Displacement should not be thought of as an action only affecting cost-burdened households living within a 
gentrifying neighborhood.  Exclusionary displacement, first coined by Marcuse (1985), is the condition of 
low-income families being prevented from moving into a neighborhood due to high housing costs.  When 
coupled with gentrification in centrally-located neighborhoods, low-income groups lose accessibility to job 
centers with employment opportunities for a diversity of skill types.  Over time, a profound disconnect 
between transit-dependent households and the dense development patterns conducive to the operation of 
frequent transit services imposes severe strains on the household budgets of these low-income population 
groups and on regional transit providers. 
Increases in the cost of living in a gentrifying neighborhood adversely impacts low-income families who 
attempt to stay in their homes despite worsening affordability.  The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development defines affordability for a household as paying no more than 30 percent of its annual income 
on housing.  Above this threshold households become cost-burdened, and may have issues affording 
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necessities such as food, clothing, transportation, and medical care (U.S. HUD, 2014).  Fifty-four percent of 
renters and 38 percent of homeowners within a half-mile of proposed station sites along the D-O LRT pay 
more than 30 percent of their incomes on housing, although these figures are not appreciably different than 
regional or state averages. 
The narrative of gentrification-induced displacement is well-established.  Many grassroots advocacy efforts 
focusing on gentrification in low-income neighborhoods are carried out with the assumption that 
displacement is a real danger for the residents of that neighborhood.  In regards to the D-O LRT, there are 
numerous stakeholders pushing for protections for affordable housing in tandem with ongoing planning for 
the light rail line.    
However, the evidence linking gentrification and displacement does not uniformly inform this assumption. 
In his 2006 book There Goes the ‘Hood: Views of Gentrification From the Ground Up, Lance Freeman highlights 
various studies which have failed to find a conclusive link between displacement and gentrification (Freeman, 
2006).  Studies in Boston and New York City failed to establish a causal relationship; in New York City it was 
discovered that poor residents and those without a college education were actually less likely to move if they 
resided in gentrifying neighborhoods (Vigdor, 2002; Freeman & Braconi, 2004).   
For lower-income residents who remain in gentrifying neighborhoods, there is research that shows that they 
benefit from the transformation taking place around them.  Hartley (2013) found that, between 2000 and 
2007, residents who lived in a gentrifying neighborhood were associated with an eight point higher credit 
score increase than residents who lived non-gentrifying, low-income neighborhoods.  This association does 
not differ between homeowners and non-homeowners in these neighborhoods. 
Pollack et al.’s (2010) review of research connecting gentrification and displacement in transit-rich 
neighborhoods found that a traditional model of involuntary displacement is not the norm.  However, 
gentrification in transit-rich neighborhoods is characterized by accelerated turnover of the housing stock, 
producing an unequal retention of existing residents (with wealthier and/or better-educated residents more 
likely to remain) and in-migration of wealthier, better-educated residents.  The researchers found that in more 
than 70 percent of transit-rich neighborhoods, the number of people reporting that they did not live in their 
current home five years earlier is higher than in the corresponding metropolitan area (p. 24-25).  
McKinnish et al. (2010), studying how the demographics of gentrifying Census tracts across the country 
changed between 1990 and 2000, concluded that gentrification was distinguished by a disproportionate 
retention of income gains of black high school graduates combined with in-migration by white college 
graduates.  The researchers found no evidence of a disproportionate exit of low-education or minority 
households in gentrifying neighborhoods.  They also assert that “the presence of children, an elderly 
householder or a householder with low education attainment dampens the likelihood that a white household 
moves into a gentrifying neighborhood, but these same effects are not present, or even reversed, for black 
and Hispanic households” (p. 3). 
Analysis of displacement in New York City by Newman and Wyly (2006) is more critical of claims that 
gentrification is beneficial for existing low-income residents.  The two pin the annual rate of displacement in 
the city as between 6.6 and 9.9 percent of all moves among renter households between 1989 and 2002.  
Actual figures may be higher, they claim, as their methodology does not capture displaced households which 
moved out of New York City, doubled up with other households, became homeless, or entered the city’s 
shelter system (p. 51).  Their model also claims that “Black, Hispanic and Asian renters are less likely to have 
been displaced than similarly situated non-Hispanic Whites” (p. 35) 
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Drawing firm conclusions from these studies is a tenuous exercise.  Households enter and exit 
neighborhoods all the time through the normal processes of housing turnover and succession.  Attempting to 
delineate between displacement as it is identified here and these normal processes, for which housing cost 
burdens may only play a secondary role, is a difficult challenge for researchers to contend with.  While a rent 
increase may be the final push that leads to involuntary displacement, external factors like the loss of a job, 
divorce, or health crisis in the household may be the primary source of financial hardship.  In an instance like 
this, the affected household may have been soon forced to find cheaper housing even if rents had held steady. 
Finding lower-income people who have been displaced is particularly difficult, akin to “measuring the 
invisible” (Atkinson, 2000, p. 163), and few methodologies can be comprehensive enough to account for all 
households affected by gentrification.  For example, accounting for displaced households which find new 
housing within their existing neighborhood is a challenging occurrence to capture.  Data limitations can be 
constraining: neighborhoods are commonly defined as large geographic areas, broad definitions of 
gentrification are used, and studies can just focus on a single location (McKinnish et al., 2010).   
Additionally, housing markets and public policies promoting housing affordability differ across the nation.  In 
a smaller market like Durham’s, it may be possible to push renters towards homeownership via assistance 
programs.  Kennedy & Leonard (2001) argue that the extent to which displacement occurs is dependent on 
the nature of the local housing market.  In softer markets, where there could be greater amounts of vacant 
land (either completely cleared or in the form of empty buildings) or looser mandates for developers to build, 
displacement can be reduced (p. 16). 
Freeman contends that many softer factors have allowed residents to remain in gentrifying neighborhoods.  A 
good relationship between landlords and long-standing tenants can keep those tenants in place, as the 
reliability of these tenants in meeting rent and maintaining their residences is a sensible alternative to dealing 
with future, unknown tenants at a higher rent (Freeman, 2006).  Newman & Wyly (2006), in studying 
displacement in New York City, concluded that many residents of modest means were able to remain in place 
due to public assistance policies, positive landlord relationships, and other similar factors. 
Another confounding issue with this topic area is that while the presence of displacement may appear 
through an anecdotal glance at how demographics have changed in gentrifying neighborhoods, succession 
and replacement are as likely to be drivers of this change as displacement.  Rents can rise in the existing 
housing stock, rents are high in the new housing stock, more for-sale housing is built, and higher-income 
residents are attracted to this new stock.  The result is a wealthier, more expensive neighborhood, but lower-
income households from before may still be present (McKinnish et al., 2010).  Recall that Pollack et al. (2010) 
identified the rate of population growth as being faster in 64 percent of transit-rich neighborhoods than in 
their corresponding metropolitan areas. 
This collection of research points towards a more sensible approach when talking about displacement, 
acknowledging that it is a real thing with wholly unwelcome consequences for displaced households, but also 
that it is not an automatic outcome for low-income households.  Some form of displacement is natural and 
inevitable given the normal processes of housing turnover and succession.  Stakeholders should be cognizant 
of the variety of reasons a household may become displaced, such as the loss of a job or some other financial 
hardship, instead of automatically attributing the event to the effect of gentrification.  But given that cost of 
living increases are emblematic of gentrifying neighborhoods, the financial pressures of low-income 
households do become more acute and displacement becomes a greater risk when they are not beneficiaries 
of the broader economic development which accompanies gentrification.  This condition can be particularly 
problematic for disadvantaged groups such as the elderly and disabled. 
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3. Policy Actions to Preserve Housing Affordability 
A number of LRT lines have been constructed across the country in recent years.  While these investments 
have brought significant economic growth along their corridors, they have also raised concerns about the 
ongoing affordability of housing for low-income populations, many of which are dependent on transit 
services as their primary means of transportation.  Stakeholders involved with planning efforts surrounding 
the D-O LRT have taken note of the corollaries involved with gentrification, and this overall trend has 
spawned local, state, and national policies and efforts to preserve housing affordability in neighborhoods 
around transit stations. 
The Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) New Starts requirements now include provisions to inventory 
existing affordable housing, as well as plan for the preservation and creation of affordable housing, within 
one half-mile of station sites.  This housing must be “legally binding affordability restricted” housing 
affordable to renters or homeowners below 60 percent of the area median income, meaning that stipulations 
must be in place which preserves the long-term affordability of these properties.  A higher percentage of 
existing or anticipated affordable housing within transit station areas, compared to the region as a whole, 
garners the project a higher score and strengthens the possibility of a successful grant application. 
In 2009, North Carolina passed House Bill 148, which contained provisions related to public transportation 
funding.  One of these provisions dictated that applicants for grants providing transit funding (or responsible 
local governments) must conduct a housing needs assessment of current conditions.  These entities must also 
prepare plans that ensure adequate affordable housing stock exists when future transit projects become 
operational.  Changes in the state’s mechanism for funding transportation in 2013 have emptied the fund 
which these policies are tied to, however. 
Triangle Transit and other regional stakeholders involved with D-O LRT (as well as the regional transit plan 
as a whole) are working to address the issue of housing affordability near transit, regardless of funding tie-ins.  
Three panel presentations were held in 2013 by Triangle Transit, the City of Durham, the Triangle Joint 
Council of Governments (TJCOG), and the Urban Land Institute which discussed the scope of the issue and 
potential solutions to preserve and create affordability housing around future station sites.   
In March 2014 Durham city councilors and county commissioners informally approved a goal to ensure at 
least 15 percent of residences within a half-mile of each station to be affordable to households making less 
than 60 percent of the area median (Wise, 2014).  This provision was spearheaded by Durham CAN, a 
coalition of community activists which have long championed the issue of housing affordability along the D-
O LRT corridor. 
In this section I will detail three reports written by students and agencies across the region relating how to 
plan for and improve housing affordability in advance of the D-O LRT becoming operational.  A 2011 effort 
by UNC students in the Department of City & Regional Planning, “Transit Oriented Development in the 
Triangle: Developing a More Sustainable, Equitable and Accessible Future”, provides a suite of solutions 
under various topic headings which concern equitable development around station sites.  Maya Alunkal’s 
2012 Master’s Project entitled “Connecting Workforce Affordable Housing and Light Rail in North 
Carolina’s Triangle Region”, completed as part of her requirements as a graduate student at the Nicholas 
School for the Environment at Duke University, is also profiled.  Finally, the Triangle Joint Council of 
Government’s “On Track: Linking Workforce Housing and Transit in the Triangle” is summarized.  
Together, these reports will point out the list of available policy tools to support the creation and preservation 
of affordable housing, as well as speculate on a future regional transit-oriented affordable housing trust fund. 
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Each of these efforts concluded that bridging gaps between the region’s current affordable housing and 
associated transportation and land use policies was paramount, whether across different transportation 
modes, jurisdictions, or between planning agencies and institutions.   
At the end of this section I will expand the discussion to cover research completed by Triangle Transit on the 
connection between housing supply and affordable housing.   
Given the current development taking place at many station sites along the D-O LRT corridor, it should be 
stressed that the need to enact a toolbox of measures is imminent.  Neighborhood change is not waiting until 
the D-O LRT becomes operational; speculation of the service’s future may already be spurring new 
development, among other processes in place. 
 
Connecting the Dots Between Development Patterns and Housing Affordability 
“Transit Oriented Development in the Triangle: Developing a More Sustainable, Equitable and Accessible 
Future” is a report completed as part of a workshop by students from UNC’s Department of City & Regional 
Planning in the spring of 2011.  The report surmises upon accessibility, environmental impacts, development 
management, and affordable housing considerations at each of the 50 proposed rail stations included in the 
regional transit plan through Orange, Durham, and Wake counties, producing an optimal suite of solutions 
for each of these issues.   
In the area of affordable housing preservation, the UNC researchers recommend that existing affordable 
housing structures be maintained near station sites.  This can include maintaining existing public structures, 
such as those operated by the Durham Housing Authority, or by providing assistance for private owners to 
maintain their own homes.  If this isn’t possible, the report recommended that rules be enacted that ensure an 
equivalent number of affordable housing structures which are lost are replaced through redevelopment, with 
low-income residents given the option to rent or purchase these units.  It is currently illegal in North Carolina 
to mandate construction of affordable housing in the private sector. 
Although short on mechanisms for policymakers to act upon, rent assistance programs are proposed as a way 
of guarding against rent increases in station areas with limited amounts of developable land.  The Alston, 
LaSalle, Duke Medical Center, and UNC Hospitals are called out as stations most in need of this type of 
arrangement.  This mirrors concerns I will express later regarding long-term affordability of rental units in the 
LaSalle and Duke Medical Center Station areas, although I feel these worries are less imminent in the Alston 
(with fewer multi-unit developments and an overall lessened risk of gentrification) and UNC Hospitals (where 
renter populations may be influenced by the station being situated on university property) station areas.2 
Other policy tools recommended in the UNC report include expedited permitting, priority to obtain housing 
trust fund financing, tax increment financing, and density bonuses.  As the work of Alunkal below will show, 
the efficacy of each of these solutions in the local context is a matter of debate.   
The team of researchers assert that any affordable housing strategy related to the planning of a light rail line 
be enacted and implemented well in advance of the line’s opening.  As proximity to transit has shown to 
increase real estate values (Wardrip, 2011), developers often opt to build high-end units rather than mixed-
income projects.  This experience has certainly played out in Durham, as planned in developments in the 
Ninth Street and Durham Station areas are marketed towards high-end living, whereas the publicly-funded 
development at Southside (within the Dillard station area) has explicit affordability goals.  To the extent that 
                                                          
2 A more detailed analysis of station area conditions is profiled in Section 7. 
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land costs remain reasonable at station areas, affordable housing strategies can be concentrated, although this 
clashes with the city’s goal of attaining affordability of 15 percent of housing within each station area. 
The UNC team recommends that the Durham Department of Community Development should direct its 
limited grant resources to station areas where vacant and underutilized land is available.  They explicitly call 
out the Gateway and Leigh Village stations in Durham west of I-40.  While available land is abundant in these 
station areas, it may be more worthwhile for the city to focus on the vacant land in the Dillard and Alston 
station areas, which offer better access to employment and other important services for low-income 
populations than more outlying sites.  In the Dillard and Alston station areas, much of this land is still 
inexpensive. 
********** 
The UNC report also discusses parking regulations, multimodal integration, bicycle access, and pedestrian 
access as means to improve access to station sites.  It should be emphasized that these solutions have the 
ability to improve housing affordability at station sites as well.   
Constraining parking at the place of residence, particularly relevant for larger multi-unit developments with 
apartments and condominiums, can help reduce housing cost burdens for residents of these developments.  
The researchers recommend establishing parking maximums, rather than the conventional minimum parking 
requirements, to bring about this goal.  Codifying parking maximums can skirt the tendency of developers to 
build to conventional parking standards, no matter the development context, in an effort to improve the 
chance of obtaining financing from lending institutions and equity from investors.  It was recommended that 
parking minimums be reduced to 60 percent of normal within a half-mile of station areas and parking 
maximums be enforced, particularly at suburban commercial and suburban residential stations.   
Typically, the costs of providing parking at multi-unit residential developments are passed on to the resident, 
regardless of whether they utilize the parking.  Litman (2013) found that requiring one parking space per unit 
increased costs by 12.5 percent, with two parking spaces increasing costs by 25 percent.  A parking lot in a 
multi-story structure in an urban area costs $133 to build and maintain monthly, on average.  Unbundling 
parking and housing costs can help residents reap the economic benefit of not owning a car or reducing the 
number of cars they own, although instituting this type of policy is difficult.  In the workshop’s look at peer 
cities parking maximums were found to be utilized sparingly, with unbundling absent entirely.  
In the summer of 2013, Triangle Transit conducted a study examining the parking requirements of multi-unit 
residential developments in Durham.  Visiting ten residential multi-unit apartment sites in the early morning 
hours of mid-week weekdays, when utilization of parking is expected to be highest with residents at home, 
the study found that 67 percent of available spaces were in use across the sites despite a 96 percent unit 
occupancy rate across all the sites (Triangle Transit, 2013a).  The study provides evidence that parking 
requirements at these developments are far greater than necessary.  When passed on to the consumer, an 
oversupply of parking adds to the cost of housing. 
On the other topics, improving connecting transit services, bicycle access, and pedestrian access to station 
sites allows one to more easily forego the use of an automobile for their travel.  Without associated 
improvements for these modes once the D-O LRT is operational, riders will be limited in the number of 
destinations they can access near the corridor.  Engineering upgrades to the bicycle and pedestrian network 
allow riders to better access their homes or their jobs from the station site, rendering the D-O LRT in a more 
attractive light.  Improvements in the bus network can allow for connecting services to areas outside of the 
D-O LRT corridor, helping to make trips more competitive with car travel.  Furthermore, it is important that 
resources to operate the D-O LRT system are not diverted from existing bus services upon which low-
income individuals are dependent upon.  
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Policy Solutions to Create and Preserve Affordable Housing 
Duke graduate student Maya Alunkal’s 2012 Master’s Project, “Connecting Workforce Affordable Housing 
and Light Rail in North Carolina’s Triangle Region”, analyzed 15 policy tools which could work to mitigate 
gentrification and displacement in the region.  These tools included grants, non-grant financial incentives, and 
zoning stipulations. 
To rank each policy tool, Alunkal conducted an extensive series of interviews with regional experts on 
affordable housing and transit.  Evaluations were made on the basis of each tool’s ability to achieve different 
criteria, such as positive efficacy, political acceptability, developer financial savings, and ease of 
implementation.   
It is important to note that different policy tools are better served to the level of affordability which is 
desired.  Alunkal’s report discusses the applicability of tools to create and preserve workforce housing, which 
she defines as between 60 and 120 percent of AMI.  Below this threshold it would be difficult for any tool, or 
even a collection of tools, to create an impactful number of housing units while still being economically 
beneficial for the developer.  Below these levels public subsidy is likely required. 
Alunkal’s policy tool rankings are below (p. 3):   
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The 2013 TJCOG “On Track” report, profiled more extensively next, includes a graphic providing more 
information on 11 of the tools (p. 13):  
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While this report does not desire to evaluate Alunkal or TJCOG’s analysis of the effectiveness of different 
policy tools, it is possible to speculate on the appropriateness of each tool for individual station areas.  
Akunkal touches upon this by outlining how different combinations of policy tools can work to preserve and 
create workforce housing whether the predominant action is new construction or preservation, or the types 
of housing be renter-occupied, owner-occupied, single-family, or multi-unit developments.  These policy tool 
combinations are detailed below (Alunkal, 2012, p. 52-54), which I have modified with an accounting of 
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possible light rail stops included in the gentrification risk index3 where suites of strategies may be most 
appropriate. 
 
New development of multi-unit residential complexes is taking place at the Durham, Ninth Street, and 
Patterson Place station areas.  The opportunity for future development of this type also exists at the Dillard 
station area. 
 
 
Existing multi-unit residential complexes are prevalent at the LaSalle station areas, and to a lesser extent at the 
Duke Medical Center station area.  Unlike recently-built developments at Ninth Street and Buchanan, these 
structures are older in age and likely feature a larger collection of mixed-income families.  Continued 
affordability of these communities may be threatened by future gentrification, with newer apartment 
complexes at the Duke Medical Center station area indicating that developer interest in these station areas is 
already active. 
 
 
 
                                                          
3
 As will be explained in Section 4, the station areas selected for inclusion in the gentrification risk index are Alston, 
Buchanan, Dillard, Duke Medical Center, Durham Station, LaSalle, Ninth Street, Patterson Place, and UNC 
Hospitals. 
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Single-family rental housing nearby the Ninth Street and Buchanan station areas, as well as to a lesser extent 
the Durham station area, may be threatened by ongoing and future gentrification. 
 
The Alston station area contains the highest rates of homeownership among the studied stations, although it 
is still majority renter-occupied.  Although the station rates poorly on the gentrification risk index, these tools 
should be kept in mind should conditions change in the future. 
 
Applying Policy Solutions to the Triangle 
In the fall of 2013, the Triangle Joint Council of Governments produced a report entitled “On Track?  
Linking Workforce Housing and Transit in the Triangle”.  This report examines the current landscape for 
affordable housing, highlights successful approaches elsewhere, and frames the discussion for the region as a 
whole.  Extra attention is focused on a transit-oriented affordable housing fund, proposing characteristics of 
such a fund which could lead to its success. 
The 2013 TJCOG study concludes that key barriers to the creation and preservation of affordable housing in 
the Triangle include the ability to acquire land, enabling existing families who live near transit to stay where 
they are in spite of rising rents and land values, and the costs associated with developing and marketing 
affordable units as part of mixed income projects.  In addition to detailing the policy solutions outlined by 
Alunkal, it proposes a transit-oriented affordable housing trust fund to help purchase land and existing 
affordable developments, as well as close the gap for building new affordable housing near transit.  The 
Denver Transit-Oriented Development Fund and Bay Area Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing Fund in 
the San Francisco area are profiled as models for the Triangle. 
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The Denver Transit-Oriented Development Fund is a revolving loan fund which was started in 2009 within 
an initial investment of just above $17 million.  It is a public-private partnership involving city, county, banks, 
non-profits, foundations, and Enterprise Community Partners.  Its goal is to create and preserve at least 1,000 
units of affordable housing near transit by buying existing multi-family properties, land banking, and 
industrial/brownfield sites for redevelopment.  Developers must preserve or create primarily rental units for 
populations at or below 60 percent AMI, while also receiving low-income housing tax credits for their 
projects.  As of April 2013 the fund had acquired eight properties, creating 626 affordable units and 120,000 
square feet of community assets.  Approximately $200 million has been leveraged through the fund. 
In San Francisco, the Bay Area Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing Acquisition Fund worked off an initial 
investment of $50 million from the region’s MPO, community development finance institutions, foundations, 
and lending institutions.  Target borrowers are comprised of experienced non-profit or for-profit developers, 
municipal agencies, and joint ventures with a track record in affordable housing development.   Most of the 
fund (85 percent) is used for the preservation and creation of affordable housing, with the rest supporting 
efforts related to equitable development, such as community facilities and health clinics.  To date 506 units of 
affordable housing have been created using almost $16 million in borrowed funds.   
Establishing a like-minded fund in the Triangle is contingent on a number of factors as defined by TJCOG, 
ranging from its geographic scope, scale and sources of initial funding, its structure and governance, eligibility 
requirements, and the relationship of the fund to existing affordable housing providers in both the public and 
non-profit sectors (p. 17). 
The success of this type of program might hinge on the future of the regional transit plan in Wake County.  
The authors envision this type of fund working on a regional basis, allowing municipalities to maximize one 
another’s resources.  If constricted to Orange and Durham counties, or just one but not the other, a transit-
oriented affordable housing trust fund may not be as successful. 
 
 
Increasing Housing Supply 
The policy solutions outlined in the three reports all contribute to a greater understanding of how affordable 
housing can be created or preserved within station areas, or of how housing affordability in general can be 
kept at reasonable levels.  One rather obvious way to preserve housing affordability, however, is to simply 
increase the stock of all housing types.  This straightforward solution is rather intuitive: housing becomes 
unaffordable when demand exceeds supply and the market is willing to pay more for it.  By increasing supply 
to better meet demand, value which is created as a result of the D-O LRT investment does not need to lead 
to increased housing burdens for low-income residents. 
In early 2014, Triangle Transit completed a policy brief which outlined how housing affordability had 
changed throughout the Triangle over the past few decades, connecting worsening affordability with an 
inability of municipalities to bring housing to the market in a timely manner.  Since 1996 the U.S. Census 
Bureau has collected annual statistics on the issuance of residential building permits for municipalities, as well 
as the total number of distinct housing units included in permit issuances.  Over the 1996-2012 time period 
Chapel Hill issued 4,249 residential building permits for 5,855 housing units.  By comparison Cary issued 
20,981 permits for 28,090units, Durham issued 24,871 permits for 38,637 units, and Raleigh 49,117 permits 
for 77,520 units.  
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Chapel Hill’s rate of housing unit production lags considerably 
behind other municipalities in the Triangle 
Additional data shows how light 
Chapel Hill’s housing production has 
been when accounting for the 
differences in size between the four 
primary Triangle communities.  
Between 2000 and 2009 Chapel Hill 
approved 3,608 new housing units, 
equivalent to 19 percent of its year 
2000 housing stock.  This is well 
behind the rates of other area 
communities.  On a per acre and per 
capita basis, production of new 
housing in Chapel Hill also falters.  
Between 1996 and 2012 Chapel Hill 
approved a little under 12 new 
building permits per land acre, which 
is 87 percent the rate of Durham, 59 percent the rate of Raleigh, and 52 percent the rate of Cary. 
Partly as a result of these conditions, it was found that between 2000 and 2008-2012 (using American 
Community Survey [ACS] data from that five-year period) home values in Chapel Hill increased at a higher 
rate than in the other Triangle communities.   
By adding housing units at a rate demanded by the market, a municipality can help keep aggregate prices 
reasonable.  In his essay Growth Management, Smart Growth, and Affordable Housing, Downs (2004) writes, “Even 
if most of the newly built units were expensive, the overall rise in supply relative to demand would cause 
housing prices in general to decline, including prices of the older existing units used by low-income 
households” (p. 268).   
This process, also known as “filtering”, asserts that when new housing enters the market, older housing 
“filters” down the price scale.  For example, in the absence of new housing supply, increased housing demand 
may cause rents to rise in older housing.  With new housing on the market absorbing this demand, there is 
less pressure on rents to increase, as there is less demand for older housing.  This phenomenon is difficult to 
ascertain, as an avoided rent increase cannot be measured.  
There is abundant support for artificially restricting the supply of housing in a market.  Many stakeholder 
groups, including homeowners, mortgage lenders, realtors, and insurers, have invested trillions in existing 
housing and wish to see market values rise rather than fall.  Especially in suburban communities local 
governments are largely controlled by homeowners who typically oppose policy measures, such as increasing 
the supply of affordable units, which reduce home values and are perceived to threaten school quality and 
raise property taxes (Downs, 2004, p. 268).  This may be the pattern in a suburban community like Chapel 
Hill, whereas in Durham these pressures may be reduced. 
In the context of promoting affordable housing as part of new multi-unit developments in Durham, it is 
important to keep in mind that even in proposed developments with scant accommodation for affordability, 
it is still better for the market to absorb these new units than to prevent the project from taking place entirely.  
Many of the policies in this section are rooted in good intention, but any mandates which restrict 
development activity to the point where developers will refuse to build is a negative outcome for the 
community. 
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4. Indicators of Gentrification Risk 
This section details the demographic and physical characteristics of neighborhoods which I consider to be the 
strongest indicators of gentrification in association with the future construction of the D-O LRT.  Six 
indicators, as well as one qualifying condition which sets apart those neighborhoods where gentrification can 
actually take place, are specified.  Each of these indicators, save one, utilizes 2008-2012 five-year estimates 
collected by the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey at the block group level.   
The six indicators included in the gentrification risk index are: Walk Score, percentage of renter-occupied 
households, percentage of housing units built before 1940, distance to employment centers along the D-O 
LRT corridor, percentage of residential structures with three or more housing units, and percentage of vacant 
housing units.   
 
Pre-Condition: Median Household Income At or Below 80 Percent of Area Median 
Income 
Given that gentrification involves transformations of low-income neighborhoods, it is important to specify 
those neighborhoods where low-income populations currently reside.  Multiple definitions of gentrification 
use the threshold of a locale meeting 80 percent of the area median income as a standard for a low-income 
population (Chapple, 2009; Freeman, 2005).   
The graphic below, featured in TJCOG’s 2013 report “On Track?  Linking Workforce Housing and Transit 
in the Triangle” shows where some common occupations rate along this scale.  The Federal Transit 
Administration’s New Starts Guidance, the source by which transit agencies apply for and receive federal 
funding for fixed-guideway transit investments, sets residential affordability at 60 percent of AMI for renters 
and 100 percent for homeowners (TJCOG, 2013). 
Wage distribution of common occupations along the regional AMI scale 
Using 2008-2012 ACS five-year estimates the median household income for Durham and Orange counties 
combined is $52,047.  Eighty percent of this figure is $41,638.  Nine stations meet this 80 percent threshold4: 
Alston, Buchanan, Dillard, Duke Medical Center, Durham Station, LaSalle, Ninth Street, Patterson Place, and 
                                                          
4 The process for deriving incomes by station area is outlined in Section 5. 
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UNC Hospitals.  Therefore, this study will be limited to examining 
the potential for gentrification at these nine stations only. 
The map on the next page shows the distribution of median 
household incomes by Census block group along the D-O LRT, 
with the stations meeting the 80 percent threshold highlighted.  It 
is estimated that 60 percent of households the study are (areas 
within one half-mile of the proposed station site) make less than 
the 80 percent AMI figure5, compared to just 41 percent of the 
region (combined Durham and Orange County)6, 45 percent for 
North Carolina, and 40 percent for the nation. 
 
 
                                                          
5 The ACS breaks income distributions at below $40,000 and again at below $45,000.  To derive the percentage of 
households making less than $41,638, the difference between the $40,000 and $45,000 figures was found.  The number 
that represented 32.76 percent of this figure was calculated (1,638/5,000) and added to the total number of households 
making less than $40,000 annually.  Put very simply, if 100 households made less than $40,000 and 200 households made 
less than $45,000 annually, we would assume that 133 households made less than $41,638 annually.  This method is 
imperfect but represents the best approximation for the number of households making less than $41,638 annually. 
6 FTA’s New Starts criteria will define project need by comparing conditions at the half-mile radius of proposed station 
sites against the county or counties for which a project travels through.  Following this standard this report defines the 
DO-LRT’s region as the aggregate Durham and Orange Counties. 
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Indicator #1: Walk Score 
Groups commonly identified as “gentrifiers”, such as singles and empty nesters, do so in part because they 
are interested in a dense urban living experience.  Being in close proximity to grocery stores, bars, restaurants, 
coffee shops, parks, bookstores, and entertainment venues is held in high regard.  A neighborhood that 
already has these elements present, incorporated into a dense, walkable environment, has a higher likelihood 
of attracting these populations.  
There has been much research in recent years linking home values and neighborhood desirability with the 
intensity of pedestrian amenities available nearby.  Chapple (2009) specifically called out the availability of 
amenities (defined as youth facilities and public space) and public transportation in neighborhoods as having 
the strongest association with gentrification.  A high share of transit users can be indicative of a lively setting 
not just due to the pedestrian movements created by these individuals, but also because transit stops can be 
situated at activity points which naturally attract people. 
A number of other studies have reported positively on this relationship (Litman, 2011).  Cortright (2009) 
examined data from 94,000 real estate transactions in 15 major U.S. markets and found that in 13 of the 15 
higher levels of walkability were linked with higher home values.  Sohn, Moudon, and Lee (2012) found that 
pedestrian infrastructure and land use mix significantly contributed to increases in rental multi-family 
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residential property values in King County, Washington, with another positive association between 
development density and single-family residential properties. 
Furthermore, studies show that the gentrifying population groups cited above increasingly prefer living in 
neighborhoods with walkable environments.  The National Association of Realtors 2013 Community 
Preference Survey found that 60 percent of respondents favored a neighborhood with a mix of houses, 
stores, and other businesses that were within walking distance, rather than neighborhoods requiring 
automobile travel between these destinations.   
Of the Baby Boomer generation and empty nesters, Leinberger (2009) writes, “Freedom for many in this 
generation means living in walkable, accessible communities with convenient transit linkages and good public 
services like libraries, cultural activities, and health care”.   The declining share of vehicle miles driven by 
Americans in their twenties, along with their lower rates of driver license ownership, speaks to the Millennial 
generation’s shifting preferences for non-automobile travel (Speck, 2012).  Whether this shift is temporary or 
permanent remains to be determined. 
To measure the walkability of a neighborhood I use 
the Walk Score metric developed by the website 
walkscore.com.  Walk Score measures on a scale of 0 
to 100 how walkable an address is (which for the index 
will be the spot of the proposed station site).  It awards 
points based on the intensity of walking routes (such as 
sidewalks and off-road trails) and the time it takes to 
walk to different amenities from that address.  The 
further it takes one to walk to different amenities, the 
lower the Walk Score will be.  Other factors, such as 
population density, block length, and intersection 
density, also influence the score (Walk Score, 2014).  
How Walk Score corresponds to different pedestrian condition types is reflected in the table below.   
 
Description of Walk Scores and corresponding pedestrian conditions  
The screen shot below displays the Walk Score details for Durham Station, which features the D-O LRT’s 
highest Walk Score. 
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Walk Score’s output after entering an address, detailing the statistic’s components 
An advantage of using Walk Score for the walkability metric is its ease of use and intuitiveness to a general 
audience.  It has also held up to academic examinations of its suitability for measuring pedestrian suitability 
(Carr et al., 2010).  There are qualms to be had with the measure’s ability to measure the universe of factors 
which affect walkability, including the nature of street traffic, availability of crosswalks, and other 
environmental considerations such as street lighting and street-fronting parking lots.  However, the 
advantages of the metric outweigh these shortcomings as a whole, and paint a solid picture of on-the-ground 
conditions for this study. 
 
Indicator #2: Percentage of Renter-Occupied Housing Units 
Worsening affordability for renter-occupied housing units in particular is commonly cited as a negative 
externality of gentrification.  The dynamics of a population heavy on renters influences how both developers 
and populations associated with gentrification view a neighborhood. 
On the development side, renters possess a fraction of the firepower of homeowners to resist development 
proposals.  The simplest manifestation of this statement is that renters do not own their property; their home 
is liable to be sold to a developer or management company who wishes to refurbish or redevelop the 
property, or just raise rents to attract tenants with higher housing budgets.  Renters living in single-family 
homes or duplexes are less immune to this condition (and often share a closer relationship with landlords), 
but are nonetheless exposed to eviction in the face of a series of rent hikes.   
Renters, on an aggregate level, are less likely to voice concern about development activity taking place in their 
neighborhoods.  Homeowners, having typically invested a substantial amount of capital in their homes and 
mindful of any changes which jeopardizes their property values, are more apt to speak out and work to 
discourage any development activity which they find detrimental to themselves or their neighborhood.  
Renters, who may feel they have less-established roots in a neighborhood, may not be as likely to speak up.  
As neighborhood opposition and NIMBYism (“not in my backyard”) acts to discourage developer activity in 
neighborhoods, a neighborhood with fewer homeowners and more renters can be seen as more desirable for 
investment. 
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None of these conditions is meant to imply that renters 
are a fungible resource in lower-income neighborhoods; 
on the contrary, a well-stocked and affordable pool of 
rentals offers flexibility for residents should their 
circumstances change.  Many renters remain in their 
homes over the course of many years and become 
important neighborhood voices, eschewing 
homeownership due to a lack of funds or because they 
don’t view it as a sensible investment.   
Using 2008-2012 ACS five-year estimates the percentage 
of renter-occupied housing units in the study area is 75.2 
percent.  This is substantially higher than the regional 
(43.4 percent), state (32.9 percent), and national (34.5 
percent) averages.  The map below shows the 
percentage of renter-occupied housing units by block group for the study area.  
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Indicator #3: Percentage of Housing Units Built Before 1940 
As cited in Section 2, the character of a neighborhood’s 
building stock is influential in dictating how residents, 
businesses, and developers will perceive of the 
neighborhood.  For those reasons the percentage of 
housing units built before 1940 in a Census block group 
is included as one of the indicators.  This is the oldest 
date available for which the Census Bureau will measure 
a housing unit’s age, which also represents the building 
stock of the era preceding the post-World War II 
suburban housing boom.  Housing units meeting this 
condition are more likely to be approaching a state of 
obsolescence, after which they can be acquired cheaply 
for complete renovation or for new development 
entirely.  Additionally, housing from this era can hold 
aesthetic value that gentrifying populations may desire in 
an urban neighborhood. 
Ideally all developable buildings would be encompassed by this measure but the Census Bureau only has data 
available for residential structures.  Examining all building stock would be particularly relevant for Durham, 
which has seen the conversion of older industrial buildings at the American Tobacco District and West 
Village into apartments and condominiums.  Still, the measure of the age of housing units can serve as a 
proxy for the age of all structures in a neighborhood. 
Using 2008-2012 ACS five-year estimates the percentage of renter-occupied housing units in the study area is 
14.3 percent.  This is higher than the regional (5.7 percent) and state (5.8 percent) averages, and equivalent to 
the national average (13.7 percent).  The map below shows the percentage of housing units built before 1940 
by block group for the study area.  
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Indicator #4: Distance to Employment Centers along D-O LRT 
As specified earlier, the monocentric city model 
dictates that residential location choices are swayed by 
housing and commuting costs.  One reason for the 
settlement of higher-income housing units in urban 
areas is that these households place a premium on 
short commutes.  But in the Triangle, where employers 
are spread out throughout the region in neighborhoods 
which vary from high-rise downtowns to suburban 
office parks, any desire for increased accessibility may 
not automatically push individuals who value short 
commutes to urban neighborhoods.  The Triangle’s 
polycentric pattern of communities and job centers 
helps explain why the regional transit plan has such a 
comprehensive aim. 
Due to this, imposing an accessibility measure as simple as “distance to the city center”, like many studies do, 
risks mischaracterizing how households are deciding where to live.  For one, where is the city center?  Those 
living along NC 54 in Chapel Hill were likely not incorporating their distance to downtown Durham when 
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they were deciding where they wanted to live.  What does one’s proximity to a city center matter if the odds 
are their employer is located elsewhere?  Access to I-40 and the Durham Freeway are important factors if one 
is commuting daily to Research Triangle Park or Raleigh.   
As I am interested in the effect of the D-O LRT in bringing about neighborhood change, it’s logical to 
connect how the investment improves the accessibility of those living in station areas in commuting to work.  
There are three stations expected to draw considerable activity thanks to riders commuting to work through 
the influence of existing nearby land uses: UNC Hospitals, Duke Medical Center, and Durham Station 
(Triangle Transit, 2012, D-5).  This indicator predicts that stations with shorter travel times to the closest of 
these three stations will experience a higher likelihood of gentrification.  Travel time estimates were taken 
from the 2012 Alternatives Analysis report (p. C-2). 
 
Indicator #5: Percentage of Vacant Housing Units 
Similar to some of the indicators above, vacant housing 
units pose much less of an obstacle for redevelopment 
or nearby development.  Following the conclusions of 
Smith’s rent gap theory, vacant buildings stand a better 
opportunity a stronger benefit for refurbishment or 
total redevelopment since little value is derived from 
the building in its current form.   
The lesser likelihood of a population being present to 
voice opposition to or remediate as a result of 
developer activity also acts as an enticement for 
developers.  Vacant housing units can be less expensive 
to purchase and, in the case of multi-unit structures, be 
refurbished for non-residential uses.  Given that 
gentrifying neighborhoods are characterized by a sum increase in the total population (Pollack et al., 2010), 
vacant buildings can more readily accommodate these new residents than occupied dwellings. 
Using 2008-2012 ACS five-year estimates the percentage of vacant housing units in the study area is 12.6 
percent.  While this is higher than the regional figure of 8.9 percent, it is not much different than the state 
(14.6 percent) and national (12.5 percent) figures.   The map below shows the percentage of vacant housing 
units by block group for the study area.  
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Indicator #6: Percentage of Housing Units as Part of a Residential Structure With 
Three or More Housing Units 
Much like vacant housing structures, residential 
structures with three or more housing units are more 
enticing for developers.  On a per-unit basis, multi-unit 
housing is typically more profitable for developers than 
single-family homes due to economies of scale.  Further, 
the demographic groups most commonly associated with 
gentrification may be less likely to seek out larger, single-
family homes.   
By restricting the measure to three or more housing 
units, duplexes are eliminated from consideration. 
Using 2008-2012 ACS five-year estimates the percentage 
of residential structures with three or more housing units 
in the study area is 63.6 percent.  This is substantially 
higher than the regional (29.7 percent), state (14.9 
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percent), and national (22.1 percent) figures.   The map below shows the percentage of residential structures 
with three or more housing units by block group for the study area.  
 
 
Other Indicators Considered 
It is worthwhile to briefly discuss other factors which have shown to be connected to gentrification in some 
way but were not included in the index: 
Income diversity—Gentrification can follow when there is representation of a broad range of 
income levels in a neighborhood (Chapple, 2009).  The presence of high-income groups denotes that 
the neighborhood has desirable features for richer populations that can attract newcomers.  The 
presence of low-income groups lowers the barriers of entry for gentrifying populations, as housing in 
the neighborhood can be found at an affordable price in the short-term. 
Proximity to high-income neighborhoods—Nearby higher-income neighborhoods may already 
contain many of the amenities that residents interested in an urban living environment desire.  Lack 
of housing options in that neighborhood may encourage gentrifying populations to seek out adjacent, 
more affordable neighborhoods.  Kolko (2007) particularly advocates for the impact of intra-
neighborhood spillover effects, but notes that its influence is less noted in more spread-out 
metropolitan areas where neighborhoods are not as closely situated with one another.  Further, 
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methods used to measure this effect (such as the distance between centroids of block groups) are less 
effective for a smaller region like Durham-Chapel Hill. 
Ease of access throughout the metropolitan area— The “distance to employment centers” 
metric is the means by which this study measures accessibility, but it should be noted that gentrifying 
populations seek out urban neighborhoods that have strong transportation links to other parts of the 
metropolitan area, particularly for commuting.  The appeal of a new transit station is obvious, but 
good access to nearby highways and short distances to job centers are also paramount.  In transit-
oriented development, new, higher-income populations use transit services less than existing 
populations, demonstrating that migration to transit-oriented developments is not entirely motivated 
by transit alone (Pollack et al., 2010).   
Community amenities—The presence of community amenities, such as youth facilities and public 
space, was identified by Chapple (2009) as one of the most important elements influencing change 
and investment to a gentrifying area.  The availability of nearby community amenities is incorporated 
into the Walk Score metric to some extent. 
Share of nonfamily households—Chapple (2009) identifies the share of nonfamily households as 
being linked to gentrification.  Relatedly, lower rates of married couples with children are also 
associated with gentrification.   
Institutional support for investment—As Smith demonstrates in the rent gap theory, 
redevelopment of a disinvested neighborhood is contingent on the support of public and private 
actors to provide insurance that the investment will not be squandered.  This condition is implied, 
however, in the fact that there is already a considerable push to improve accessibility in the station 
areas via the D-O LRT investment.   
There were many reasons not to include these conditions.  First, a primary goal of the index is to 
quantitatively pin the risk for a neighborhood to become gentrified using readily available data.  Some 
conditions cannot be quantitatively measured, or can only be done in a technically challenging way.  Factors 
that were deemed similar to one of the six final indicators were not included so as to not skew the model to 
be overly-reflective of analogous conditions. 
Other indicators were passed over as it was felt they were not reflective of the spirit of the index.  I’m 
interested in deep-seated physical and demographic characteristics of neighborhoods present prior to 
gentrification.  A high percentage of rent-burdened households is not in itself a fundamental characteristic of 
a neighborhood. 
Most importantly, though, the idea of containing the index to a reasonable number of indicators was 
paramount.  This goal is driven by a fundamental flaw of the index that will be discussed in further detail 
later: there is no way to weigh one variable stronger than another.  There may be a suspicion that Walk Score 
is more important than the presence of vacant buildings, but the state of research on this subject is far from 
concluding quantitatively how much more important it is.  With all indicators driving an equal authority on the 
final results of the index, confining the indicators to what multiple sources identified as being the most closely 
linked to gentrification took on a greater importance. 
Finally, indicators related to distributions of non-White populations, either as a whole or broken down by 
different ethnic groups, was also avoided.  My research did not find a definitive link between gentrification 
risk and share of non-White populations, as gentrifying populations need not be exclusively White.  I 
acknowledge that many discussions on gentrification and displacement touch upon the idea that non-White 
neighborhoods can be transformed by White populations, and do not doubt that this has occurred in some 
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instances.  In a city like Durham, with a 61 percent non-White, non-Hispanic population, such considerations 
can take on greater importance.  However, in the absence of a definitive link and given the desire to limit the 
number of chosen indicators, I have decided not to include a measure relating to this. 
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5. Methodology 
Research which has sought to examine the effects of gentrification on actual neighborhoods are bound by 
limitations.  Most of these studies are conducted at the Census tract level, which optimally contain about 
4,000 people but can range between 1,200 and 8,000 people.  Tract boundaries usually conform to visible and 
identifiable features, and are intended to remain static so comparisons can be made over long periods of time.  
They are also fabricated to be relatively homogenous with respect to population characteristics, economic 
status, and living conditions.   
Census block groups are further divisions of Census tracts, intended to contain ideally around 1,500 people, 
but with ranges between 600 and 3,000 people.  As it’s unrealistic to sample every household of a tract or 
block group on a regular basis, data for these geographies is released as five-year estimates by the U.S. Census 
Bureau’s American Community Survey.  Over this amount of time enough of the population can be sampled 
to make inferences of the prevalence of different household conditions.  Owing to their smaller geographies 
block group samples are subject to higher standard errors than tract samples, making inferences less reliable.   
The size and shape of tracts and block groups don’t allow for clear-cut definitions of urban neighborhoods in 
many cases.  For instance, the center of a neighborhood may be considered the intersection of two major 
streets, but tract or block group boundaries can run along one or both of those streets.  In looking at the 
maps in the above section, one notices that block group boundaries conform along the rail corridor in 
downtown Durham and along portions of US 15-501 and NC 54, near the rail corridor.    
Most research on this topic which incorporates Census data does so in a way which treats tracts as the 
neighborhood unit of analysis.  In the case of Kahn (2007), analysis is focused around the availability of 
transit service for selected tracts in Chicago, drawing conclusions based on the intensity and proximity of 
nearby services to the tract in question.  The homogenous nature of the demographics within Census tracts, 
as well as the lower possibility of data misrepresentation, allow for a more robust accounting of change in this 
study.  However, this method falters when transit availability differs throughout the tract in question, and any 
conclusions must be made on a broader scale than if one were using block groups as the level of analysis.  In 
a more dispersed area like Durham, tracts are going to be larger in geographic area, making it more difficult to 
draw finer inferences. 
My index seeks more nuanced profiles of the station areas at the half-mile radii, the standard definition of a 
station area by the Federal Transit Administration.  Pollack et al. (2010) used block groups which had the 
majority of its land area within a half-mile mile radius of stations as data to represent station areas.  This 
effort goes one step further by using the proportion of a block group’s square footage which falls within a 
half-mile buffer of stations.  Statistics for the indicators are then aggregated based on these proportions to 
create a profile of the station area.   
As a result, data is weighted towards block groups with a heavier land area representation near the station 
itself.  The graphic below depicts the proportion of each block group that falls within the half-mile buffer 
area for Durham Station, indicating the percentage of the block group’s data that is included in the 
representation of the station area.   
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The percentages depicted in this graphic show the proportion of each block group which falls within the Durham 
Station buffer area 
 
To create the index, 2008-2012 American Community Survey block group data for each of the Census-based 
indicators was loaded into a geographic information system, along with half-mile buffer areas for each station 
site.  Census block groups were then clipped to the buffer areas, with the square footage of each clipped 
block group calculated.  These square footage totals were then compared against the total square footage of 
the block group in question to find the proportion of each block group covered by the buffer area.  The 
square footage figures of the clipped block groups were also compared against the total square footage of the 
buffer area to find the proportion of the buffer area each block group comprised. 
For renter-occupied housing units, housing units built before 1940, vacant housing unit, and housing units as 
part of residential structures with three or more housing units, the total sum of the number of housing units 
and the sum of housing units which met each condition was gathered.  Therefore, using the proportion of the 
block group captured within a buffer area, it was possible to assign an approximate figure of housing units 
based on the entire block group to each buffer area.  For example, if 40 housing units in a block group were 
built before 1940, and 16 percent of that block group was contained within the buffer area, I would assign 6.4 
housing units built before 1940 to the buffer area.  This process, carried out for each block group contained 
within a station’s buffer area, would sum to a total number of housing units meeting this condition, thus 
creating a profile of different characteristics for a station site.  The graphic below provides another outline of 
how this process works. 
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Representation of how the station area-level statistics are derived using nearby block group data 
 
A similar process was used for the median household income figures for each block group.  Using the 
proportion of the block group which made up the buffer area, these values could be manipulated based on 
their representation within the buffer area, with each block group summed to derive a representative value for 
the buffer area.  
As the next section will discuss, this methodology is far from perfect. It assumes an even distribution of each 
type of household throughout the Census block group, an impractical plausibility.  It’s possible a portion of a 
block group encompassed in a station area has no housing units whatsoever. 
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6. Findings 
The table below shows the distribution of the six indicator values for the nine station areas under study, as 
well as the median household income figures for each station area. 
 
The distribution of values for each indicator 
This next table shows these distributions reflected as ranks, on a scale of one to nine.  The scores are added 
in the final column, with the lowest scores reflecting a greater risk of gentrification. 
 
The distribution of value rankings for each indicator, summarized to produce an index score.  Lower index scores 
indicate a greater risk of gentrification 
These distributions reflected as normalized ranks, on a scale of zero to one, are shown in the table below.  
The normalized scores are added in the final column, with the highest scores reflecting a greater risk of 
gentrification. 
 
The distribution of normalized values for each indicator, summarized to produce an index score.  Higher index 
scores indicate a greater risk of gentrification. 
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Normalized scores use the highest and lowest value for an indicator, assign these values a score of one and 
zero respectively, and assign all other scores a value between zero and one based on where that value falls 
within the distribution.  For example, looking at the distance to employment centers metric, the first table in 
this section shows all stations being within 3.2 minutes of an employment center with the exception of 
Patterson Place, which is 12.1 minutes away.  In a normalized distribution Patterson Place is assigned a score 
of zero while the next furthest station, Alston, is assigned a score of 0.74 due to it being nearly four times 
closer to an employment center than Patterson Place.  Most other indicators are more evenly distributed than 
this metric. 
For the remainder of this report I’ll focus on the normalized scores to discuss how gentrification concerns 
vary by station area.  The normalized scores more strongly convey how the distributions of indicators differ 
between station areas, rewarding those station areas which rate exceptionally strong on one or more 
indicators and penalizing others that rate poorly.  Content later in this section will identify issues raised with 
using normalized scores. 
One way of appraising the index’s value is to investigate the 
influence of each indicator on the final normalized scores.  The 
table to the left shows the correlation coefficients for each 
indicator.  Correlation coefficients measure the linear correlation, or 
dependence, between two variables.  In this instance, I’m measuring 
the dependence between each indicator and the final normalized 
score of each station.  Higher correlation coefficients connote that a 
greater incidence of that indicator is associated with a higher 
normalization score. 
Correlation coefficients close to 0.9, observed with the distance to 
employment centers and percentage of housing units built before 
1940 indicators, suggest that these factors are strongly associated 
with a greater risk of gentrification, as measured by the 
gentrification risk index.  The Walk Score’s correlation coefficient 
of 0.78, while not as strong, also suggests it is of some importance 
to the final index scores.  The lower scores of percentage of the 
housing units as part of residential structures with three or more units and percentage of vacant housing units 
metrics could mean that these indicators are not effective signifiers of future gentrification. 
These findings match with my own feelings on the appropriate order of station areas, expanded in further 
detail in Section 7.  Although the exact ordering of station areas might not be perfect, I do feel that they 
strongly approximate their likelihood for gentrification.  With that in mind, the distance to employment 
centers and percentage of housing units built before 1940 indicators perhaps have stronger predictive value 
on their own for gentrification risk, while the percentage of housing units as part of residential structures with 
three or more units and percentage of vacant housing units metrics have much less predictive value.   
It should be noted, however, that with only nine stations under evaluation, the distribution of each variable 
can strongly affect the final index results.  For example, both Durham Station and Buchanan, the two highest 
ranking stations in the index, have a much higher concentration of older housing units than each of the seven 
other station areas, a state which drives their final normalized score upwards. 
********** 
As I outlined in the introduction, I have two overarching goals with constructing the gentrification risk index.  
First, I hope to provide some insight into where actions to help preserve affordable housing and prevent 
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displacement should be prioritized.  This objective has taken on greater importance in light of Durham’s goal 
to ensure 15 percent of residences within a half-mile of station areas is set aside for housing units earning 60 
percent of AMI or less.   
Although the gentrification risk index is not without its flaws, I feel it is valuable in delineating how different 
conditions across the corridor affect the likelihood of gentrification.  For example, the low score differential 
between the Duke Medical Center station area and the Dillard and Ninth Street station areas may leave me 
hesitant to claim definitively that it is less likely to gentrify than the former but more than the latter.  
However, the larger score differential between the Duke Medical Center and Durham Station areas leaves me 
more inclined to believe gentrification is a more pressing issue at Durham Station. 
It’s by looking at these larger-scale differences between station areas that we can derive more clarity from the 
index’s results.  Focusing on the higher scores of Durham Station and Buchanan, and the lower scores of 
Alston and Patterson Place, are of much more value to stakeholders addressing affordable housing issues 
along the D-O LRT than critiquing the exact ranking of stations in the middle.  The implications of the index 
results for each station area, particularly in regards to the incidence of each indicator, will be analyzed more 
extensively in the next section.  Using parcel-level data on housing conditions and building and land values, I 
will characterize how well each station area is categorized by the index.  
********** 
Evaluating the overall performance of the gentrification risk index is a much trickier venture, if it can be 
carried out in any meaningful way at all.  The index is measuring the likelihood of an action which has not yet 
occurred.  Thus, the best way to measure its robustness is to wait a number of years, perhaps not until after 
the D-O LRT has become operational, and measure the neighborhood change that has or has not occurred.  
This can be measured through median household income or another similar measure. 
A more immediate means to evaluate the efficacy of the selected indicators, or the value of the index as a 
whole, is to use historical data for each indicator to measure neighborhood change prior to and following the 
introduction of a light rail transit service.  I attempted to do this in a graduate course prior to the drafting of 
this report.   
Selecting light rail lines which opened in Houston and Minneapolis in 2004, I measured the prevalence of six 
variables based on 2000 Census data, 2007-2011 ACS data, and the change in values between the 2000 
Census and 2007-2011 ACS, all using the same methodology outlined above for the half-mile buffer around 
stations.  The variables chosen were Walk Score (historical data for Walk Score is not available—I used data 
from November 2013, the time of the study), minutes from the central business district to the station along 
each LRT, change in population aged 18-34, percentage of housing units built before 1960 in the 2000 
Census, percentage of residential structures with two or more housing units in the 2007-2011 ACS, and the 
change in population spending more than 30 percent of their income on rents. 
My hypothesis was that each independent variable, save for the change in the population spending more than 
30 percent of their income on rents, would be positively correlated with appreciation in the value of single-
family homes between the 2000 Census and 2007-2011 ACS.  I was especially confident that higher Walk 
Scores and shorter commute times would be correlated.  However, the regression results ran primarily in the 
opposite direction of what I expected.  Higher Walk Scores was the only variable correlated positively with 
home value appreciation, although not in a statistically significant way.  The percentage of residential 
structures with two or more housing units was in fast negatively correlated in a statistically significant way 
(under a 95 percent confidence level).  The model’s r-squared score of 0.306 implies its weakness in 
explaining home value appreciation near station areas. 
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There stand plentiful reasons for the Houston/Minneapolis model to produce the output it did.  The 
variables selected, particularly the dependent variable of median housing value, may not be good proxies for 
measuring gentrification.  There are explanations for why housing values could be lower in neighborhoods 
with higher proportions of younger populations (whom may not be purchasing single-family homes, or 
whose lifestyle choices could detrimentally affect single-family home value), a greater number of older 
housing units (which would drive down home prices if in poor shape), and a greater number of multi-unit 
residential structures (which may not be compatible in a neighborhood with single-family homes).   
Other structural issues with the model include the uncertainty over an appropriate time lag for post-transit 
conditions to solidify from each investment’s opening in 2004, the contextual differences between each LRT, 
and concerns regarding data quality and the study’s methodology.  These concerns are similar to those I 
express below regarding this index’s performance.   I used the results of this effort to modify the components 
of the gentrification risk index here, mainly removing some independent variables and adjusting the 
specifications of others.   
The confounding results of the Houston/Minneapolis model speak to the difficulty of constructing a model 
which can accurately predict gentrification.  While I do expect the gentrification risk index I’ve outlined here 
to have a better predictive value that my previous attempt did, I make no secret that much of the usefulness 
of this model from an academic standpoint is pointing out the inherent methodological and data quality issues 
associated with this type of undertaking.  My hope was not to build a perfect model of neighborhood 
conditions which could predict gentrification, but rather to create a best possible approximation of such a 
model with the desire that a future effort could address some or all of its imperfections. 
This study is included in full in Appendix A. 
 
Limitations Due to Methodology 
With the previous sentiment in mind, here I will introduce problems involving the methodology of the 
gentrification risk index which impede the index from producing a more accurate representation of existing 
neighborhood conditions and future gentrification risk.  
 
Mischaracterization of Station Areas 
The most glaring data issue facing the index is the risk of mischaracterizing station areas by transforming the 
data estimates of multiple block groups.  Census tracts and block groups are meant to be relatively 
homogenous with respect to population characteristics, economic status, and living conditions.  Taken as a 
whole, they make for ideal geographic units for measurement.  Unfortunately, the boundaries of tracts and 
block groups often conform to natural and manmade features, such as rivers and roads.  For instance, the D-
O LRT rail corridor between Ninth Street and Alston serves as a boundary for block groups along its length. 
As a result, it is difficult for a single block group to be truly representative of the conditions in place within 
the entirety of a half-mile buffer around a station site.  Pollack et al. (2010) handle this by restricting analysis 
to block groups for which half of its land mass is contained within the half-mile buffer.  While this is certainly 
a more robust method of addressing this issue, it can be difficult for stakeholders working within station area 
development and not attuned to Census data to conceptualize the geographic area being discussed. 
This index uses a method of finding the proportion of a block group’s square footage which is encompassed 
by the half-mile buffer area and splitting the data estimates for each value based on this proportion.  The 
major disadvantage of this method relates to how different households and population groups are distributed 
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within a block group.  If a block group is slanted in a way that its eastern end is primarily renters and its 
western end is primarily homeowners, a buffer area which only covers the eastern end will underestimate the 
proportion of renters and overestimate the proportion of homeowners. 
 
Weighting 
Given the state of research on neighborhood conditions which preclude gentrification, as well as the insights 
provided by the correlation coefficient of this index’s indicators, it may have been appropriate to weigh one 
or more variables more strongly than others.  If one thinks the percentage of renter-occupied housing units 
and housing units as part of residential structures with three or more housing units are similar, yet feel they 
each nevertheless have merit for inclusion in the index, applying weights to each indicator could have de-
emphasized their performance in the final results.  Conversely, some may feel that the Walk Score metric 
deserves greater consideration, given how research has showed its strong connections to rising land values, 
rents, and residential choice.  Some indicators that were not selected for inclusion could have been 
represented with lesser weighting. 
Being able to weight each indicator would improve the index’s performance, and I consider the absence of 
this capability to be a major shortcoming.  Simply put, at the time of writing I did not feel comfortable 
assessing the worthiness of each indicator in a quantitative manner.  The extent to which I feel comfortable 
with some indicators but not others is reflected in the fact that I limited the index to six indicators to begin 
with.  A future iteration of this index could attempt to tackle this quandary, but to do so would require an 
incredibly strong understanding of both the topic matter and the city or region for which the index is being 
applied. 
 
Normalization 
My rational for using normalized distributions for each indicator, rather than simply ranking them from one 
through nine, is rooted in my desire to capture the true nature of conditions at each station site.  
Unfortunately, this standard does come with some caveats.  As the normalization process works to account 
for the magnitude of differences between the highest and lowest values, when either of these figures acts as 
an outlier to the remainder of the data it skews all of the values. 
This may be the situation with Patterson Place, whose development profile is unlike any of the other eight 
station areas in the analysis.  The distance to employment center” metric highlights the divergence between 
Patterson Place and the other stations along the corridor, where the station is nearly four times the distance 
from an employment center as the next furthest station.  Although the three other metrics for which 
Patterson Place contains the dataset’s lowest values are not as lagging as this condition, the station’s inclusion 
in the analysis nevertheless swells the range of each indicator’s values, condensing the distribution of values 
for the other eight station areas. 
Another example where the distribution of values worked to distort results was with the vacant housing units 
metric, where Dillard and Alston’s elevated values worked to keep the scores for each of the other seven 
station areas below 0.5. 
 
Use of Percentages Instead of Sum Numbers 
Using percentages instead of the sum number of housing units in each station area which meet a certain 
condition may work to mischaracterize the true nature of current development at station sites.  It wouldn’t be 
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unreasonable to expect gentrification to play out differently 
based on the size of the neighborhood affected.  It certainly 
would affect the magnitude of displacement that may occur. 
A half-mile buffer allows for a diversity of different 
neighborhood types to be included in any one station area, as 
the station area profiles in the next section will show.  By using 
percentages instead of sum totals, the index evaluates the 
general condition state of each station area, and avoids being 
overly influenced by a cluster of housing units meeting one or 
more characteristics in one portion of the buffer area.  The 
population totals of each station area using the same derivation 
process utilized for the index show how using sum totals for Durham Station would have hurt that station 
area’s performance, and elevated that of LaSalle and Duke Medical Center.   
 
Influence of Median Income Starting Point 
The index sets a ceiling on neighborhood income to delineate neighborhoods where gentrification can occur.  
However, there is no indication of how the starting point for a neighborhood’s median income value dictates 
the likelihood of gentrification occurring in itself.  Does Alston’s low income levels preclude it from 
significant gentrification in its current form?  Does Patterson Place’s higher income levels set a limit on how 
much it can conceivably gentrify? 
Furthermore, if neighborhood income levels can influence whether gentrification can occur or not, can it also 
influence the magnitude of it occurring?  If two station areas have similar index scores but different income 
profiles, does it stand to reason that the lower income station area is at greater risk for gentrification since 
property values, rents, and income levels have greater room to grow?  The index has no way of accounting 
for this, if it can even be predicted based on the field of research.   
 
Limitations Due to Data Quality 
Here I will introduce the factors involving the methodology of the gentrification risk index which impede the 
index from producing a more accurate representation of existing neighborhood conditions and future 
gentrification risk.  
 
Sample Size Issues 
Using ACS five-year estimates at the Census block group level introduces concerns about the quality of the 
data.  The figures reported by the Census Bureau are only best guesses of the true estimate of a value, as only 
a small portion of the population is surveyed.   
The small size of Census block groups (which aim on average to contain about 1,500 people) makes high 
standard error estimates possible.  The standard error is the standard deviation of the sampling distribution.  
It allows one to speculate about the likelihood of a range of values being the true value of a statistic.  
Generally, there is roughly a 68 percent certainty that the true value of a statistic falls between one standard 
error of the reported figure, with a 95 percent certainty of it falling between two standard errors.   
With an appropriate sized sample, sample errors will be small enough that the true value will not be that 
different from what was reported.  With smaller sample sizes, standard errors can be significantly higher.  The 
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graphic below shows block group data estimates for some the indicators with their standard errors.  To take 
an example from the first block group on the left, on the very last row showing residential structures built 
before 1940, if I desired a 95 percent confidence interval for this value I would come to a range between 43 
and 193 housing units.  This means anywhere between 7.2 percent and 32.4 percent of housing units in this 
block group could have been built before 1940, a significant range of possible values.   
The high standard errors implicit in many block group estimates push many researchers to use Census tracts 
as the geographic unit of measure, despite the large number of people and housing units tracts encompass. 
 
Block group estimates for some of the index’s indicators show how high standard error figures affect the accuracy 
of the data (source: Social Explorer) 
 
Influence of Universities 
The effects of the campuses of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University on some 
of the station areas must be noted.  The southern side of Erwin Road where the D-O LRT services the 
LaSalle and Duke Medical Center stations is made up of Duke’s west campus and associated medical facilities, 
taking up approximately half of each station area.  Ninth Street and Buchanan have significant portions of 
their station areas occupied by Duke’s east campus.  Much of the UNC Hospitals station area is on the UNC 
campus.  As the resident populations of these areas are students in dormitories, and the building stock owned 
by the universities, Census data in these areas is reflective of these characteristics. 
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In the case of Duke’s east campus, the Census block group does not have any usable data to incorporate into 
the index.  It’s reflected in maps of this report in gray.  The absence of data from the block group only affects 
the median household income calculations, reflecting a higher income profile by excluding student 
populations. 
For the block groups with university land for which data was collected, the impact of the universities is 
apparent.  The block group covering Duke’s west campus, and the three block groups composing UNC’s 
campus at the UNC Hospitals station area are made up almost entirely of renter-occupied households and 
contain very few vacant housing units.   
Beyond the effect of the university block groups in influencing the index results, the presence of the 
university itself prevents development activity from taking place at these sites.  While student populations, 
along with each university’s role as a major employer, are strong factors which often support nearby 
investment the universities take away from the amount of developable land available. 
 
Use of Five-Year Estimates 
In using 2008-2012 five-year block group estimates for Census-based data, the profiles of each station area 
are representative of that five year period.  However, conditions at some of these station areas have changed 
considerably since the beginning of 2008.  For instance, LaSalle, Duke Medical Center, Buchanan, and 
Durham Stations have seen the opening of upscale apartment complexes within their station areas.  It’s 
possible, perhaps likely, that indicators such as the percentage of renter-occupied housing, housing units built 
before 1940, and housing units as part of residential structures with three or more housing units are each 
different at these stations today than they were five years ago.  The demographic characteristics of residents 
of this new housing has likely raised the median income of these station areas as well.  
 
Similarity of Renter-Occupied and Multi-Unit Housing Unit Indicators 
I strived to select six indicators which were reflective of neighborhoods prior to gentrification and unique 
enough in their own right to be able to individually touch upon a key stipulation driving gentrification.  Yet 
the presence of various neighborhood characteristics do not come about in a vacuum.   
The table to the left shows the percentage of renter-occupied housing units which were part of a residential 
structure with three or more housing units.  
The high percentage totals for many, if not all, 
of the station areas indicates the heavy 
influence that larger residential structures have 
on the rental market.  For all of the station 
areas combined this figure stands at 80.1 
percent, compared to 64.6 percent for the 
aggregate Durham and Orange counties.  With 
many large-scale residential developments 
recently built or underway within some of the 
station areas, targeted towards apartment 
living, these percentages may go up. 
The similarity of these two indicators may lead 
one to ask about the suitability for using both in the analysis.  I feel each articulates two unique qualities of 
neighborhoods that are primed for gentrification.  Renter-occupied housing units are, by nature, not owned 
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by the tenant of the house.  As such landlords and property owners might be willing to accept higher rents 
from gentrifying populations if that opportunity presents itself, regardless of whether it’s a single-family home 
or multi-unit apartment structure.  Buildings with three or more housing units offer a more propitious 
opportunity for redevelopment by developers, bringing greater levels of investment to the neighborhood and 
upgrading housing conditions for new populations.   
 
Restriction of Buildings Built Before 1940 to Residential Structures 
Durham’s legacy as a national tobacco producer has left a brick-and-mortar footprint of industrial structures 
along various portions of the D-O LRT corridor.  As the refurbishment of the American Tobacco Campus, 
Brightleaf Historic District, and West Village Phases I and II have shown, these structures can be repurposed 
into non-industrial uses, including housing.  Untouched older buildings which remain can present a lucrative 
development opportunity, as the finished product of a refurbishment leaves an authentic feel that gentrifying 
populations may value.   
Unfortunately, the Census Bureau has no way of accounting for the presence of these buildings as potential 
future housing.  The vacant housing metric would ideally credit all types of buildings (as well as vacant land) 
which could conceivably be turned into housing. 
 
Accuracy of Housing Units as Part of Residential Structure with Three or More Housing 
Units Metric 
Using parcel-level data (described in 
further detail in the next section), I was 
able to determine the percentage of 
housing units in a station area which 
were part of a residential structure with 
three or more housing units.  This 
analysis shows that these percentages are 
much higher than what the Census 
Bureau reports.  These differences could 
have considerably affected the results of the index—Durham Station and Buchanan would have ranked fifth 
and eighth instead of second and third for this metric, respectively.  Patterson Place would have ranked third 
instead of sixth.  The error seen in the distribution of this metric owes to the sample size, timing, and 
mischaracterization issues described above. 
 
Suitability of Accessibility Metric 
As was discussed when the distance to employment centers indicator was first detailed, finding an ideal 
measure of local and regional accessibility is challenging.  Many studies utilize a standard “distance to city 
center”-like measure, which I felt was inappropriate given Chapel Hill and Durham-based users of the D-O 
LRT will have different motivations for their travel.  The polycentric layout of the Triangle, which also 
includes a significant suburban employment center in its geographic center in Research Triangle Park, points 
to any number of neighborhoods in the Triangle as potentially having the potential to be the most accessible 
for a household. 
The accessibility metric used here assumes that newcomers to a station area will improve their own personal 
accessibility based on the distance of the nearby station to an employment center.  This standard paints an 
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incomplete picture.  Gentrifying populations are more likely to own a car and may continue to commute 
using that vehicle, lending credibility to the idea of incorporating characteristics of the regional road network.  
Since not all trips will be work-based, accounting for proximity to retail, entertainment, and other potential 
trip destinations could also be of value.   
 
Suitability of Vacant Housing Unit Metric 
The index approaches the percentage of vacant housing units in a station area from the perspective that these 
housing units would be seen as desirable for developers and homeowners willing to carry out renovations.  
Conversely, vacant housing structures can contribute to blight within their proximity, lowering nearby 
housing values and discouraging investment.  The aesthetic quality of a vacant housing unit can go a long way 
in determining one’s emotional feel towards it. 
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7. Station Area Conditions Analysis 
This section profiles the development characteristics of each station site included in this study.  To the best 
detail that this information could be acquired, existing and upcoming projects at station sites which affect the 
character of local neighborhoods near these station sites are discussed.  The characteristics of historical 
development patterns, and how the physical structure of local neighborhoods may affect future development, 
is also detailed.  Much of this conversation is approached in a way which reflects where future housing 
developments could be sited, particularly in relation to proposed station sites, and how the likelihood of 
future development occurring will affect the well-being of existing residential neighborhoods.  This is all 
carried out with an eye towards the city’s ability to achieve a 15 percent affordability mandate, given existing 
and potential future neighborhood conditions. 
To guide the content of this section, multiple resources were utilized.  Parcel data from the Durham County 
Office of Tax Administration provided information on dwelling unit figures and land and building values of 
Durham County parcels, among other attributes.  Combined with state of repair assessments of residential 
properties within a half-mile of station areas carried out in the summer of 2013, this data is depicted as 
station-level mapping which can help direct how existing conditions may affect future development.  This 
data is not without errors, and thus is not meant to be a definitive accounting of land or building valuations 
throughout the study area, but as a general tool it can help guide the commentary here.  Pertinent data is 
specified below: 
 State of repair assessments: Carried out in the summer of 2013, in my capacity as a research 
associate at Triangle Transit and in combination with the Durham City-County Planning 
Department) conducted visual assessments of all residential properties within one half-mile of 
Durham County station sites.  Structures were defined on a scale of unsound, poor, fair, normal, and 
good.  Buildings in normal or good condition were considered to be in optimal condition and not in 
need of any considerable work if put on the real estate market as is.  Buildings in fair condition 
typically had cosmetic and potential structural issues which could drive down building values, but 
would otherwise be habitable.  Poor and unsound structures require substantial renovation, if they 
can be salvaged. 
 
 Land and building valuations, and value ratios: Land and building valuations were compared 
against one another to create a “value ratio”, reflected as the output of a parcel’s land value over its 
building value.  Parcels with a value ratio over one indicate that the building is less valuable than the 
land it lies upon, suggesting that the lot is underutilized.  This approach is perhaps an 
oversimplification; a future iteration of an effort like this one could attempt to quantify how land and 
building valuations are supposed to relate to one another, establishing what a typical ratio is and what 
a ratio would need to be in order for redevelopment of a parcel to be a foreseeable outcome. 
 
The value ratio maps also reflect vacant parcels, as defined by the Durham County Office of Tax 
Administration, as the darkest color.  This condition is meant to reflect that vacant parcels offer the 
greatest opportunity for development, as the opportunity cost of preparing the parcel for new 
development is lowest.  However, it should be noted that some vacant parcels include land that is 
protected (such as city parks) or has been categorized incorrectly in the data (such as the VA Medical 
Center at the Duke Medical Center station site). 
It should be noted that these statistics are imperfect.  Land for which property taxes are not collected 
(such as that owned by the city or county), as well as institutional uses such as Duke University, often 
have values well below that of neighboring properties on a per-acre basis.  Some parcels are absent of 
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building values entirely.  Recent construction is not captured in these values, as the most recent tax 
assessments occurred in 2008.  Therefore, these data attributes should be treated as generalizations 
on the cost and availability of land for each station area.  
 
 Dwelling units: The number of dwelling units per parcel.  This data can help confirm the accuracy 
of the “percentage of housing units as part of a residential structure with three or more housing 
units” metric. 
Each of these maps is included in Appendix B of this report. 
Additionally, findings from the D-O LRT’s Alternatives Analysis report analyzing the potential for transit-
oriented development (TOD) at each of the D-O LRT corridor’s station sites is also employed in this section.  
Conversations with the Durham City-County Planning Department were conducted, and staff from this 
office and Triangle Transit reviewed this section to ensure aspects of development weren’t mischaracterized.  
The views included in this section, however, are entirely mine and are not intended to reflect the stances of 
either the City and County of Durham or Triangle Transit.   
Although this section primarily aims to characterize how the inclusion of the D-O LRT will affect 
development over time, and where development may be concentrated owing to the neighborhood’s 
orientation towards the D-O LRT corridor and its stations, I also discuss how the performance of the index 
reflects conditions at each station site in reality.  Given the usage of Census and other quantitative data to 
create a representation of station site conditions, it is of value to examine how accurate these representations 
indeed are. 
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Durham Station 
 
Durham Station ranks highest in the gentrification risk index due 
to the confluence of many factors.  Its proximity to employment 
sources close to downtown, shopping and cultural resources along 
West Main Street, and abundance of developable parcels south 
and west of the station position it as a desirable location for 
gentrifying populations. 
Development is already taking place near the station site as a 
result of these factors.  The Whetstone Apartments at the 
southeast corner of Jackson and Willard and 605 West on the west 
side of South Gregson between West Chapel Hill and Jackson will 
bring hundreds of housing units to the market by the end of 2014.  
There are many underutilized lots in the general vicinity of these 
developments which could experience activity by the time the D-
O LRT is operational.  The abandoned hotel bounded by Duke, 
Yancey, Willard, and the Durham Freeway and the car dealerships 
occupying the land not encompassed by the Whetstone 
Apartments development between Jackson, Willard, and Julian Carr are each examples of low-level land uses 
situated in the heart of a high-demand area.  The Durham Police Station on the south side of West Chapel 
Hill between South Gregson and South Duke is currently considering moving to a different location, 
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Construction of the Whetstone Apartments near 
Durham Station. 
potentially opening that parcel for development.  The TOD Assessment Report (2012) portrays the one-
eighth mile area around the station site as containing “several, contiguous low value buildings, infill parcels, 
and surface parking lots potentially available for redevelopment.” (p. 2.1-3). 
The value ratio map shows a number of parcels which are underutilized in the vicinity of the station site.  
Instances of this include the Chesterfield Building at the southeast corner of West Main and South Duke, 
parking lots along West Main, and pockets of vacant land and parking lots between Morris and Rigsbee north 
of West Morgan.  Within this last area, Liberty Warehouse on the south side of West Corporation between 
Foster and Rigsbee is proposed to become a mixed-use development with condominiums (Ball, 2014).  There 
are a smattering of other residential projects within this area currently in the planning stage as well.  The high 
property values present throughout this station area could act as an enticement for more redevelopment to 
occur moving forward. 
The half-mile area surrounding the station features several locations considered as contributors to Durham’s 
downtown revitalization.  Brightleaf Square, West Village (of which a third phase is currently under 
construction), and the American Tobacco Campus are all situated within this zone.  Trinity Park to the north 
is a desirable neighborhood with well-maintained housing, and the Morehead Hill Historic District is covered 
in part by the half-mile station area to the southwest.  Yet outside of the downtown area and West Main 
Street corridor, median household incomes in the block groups within this station area fall below $28,000, 
pointing to the continued presence of many low and middle-income populations. 
The Morehead Hill and West End neighborhoods, west 
of the Durham Freeway and south of West Chapel Hill 
(associated more with the West End) and west of Vickers 
(associated more with Morehead Hill) features a 
considerable percentage of non-White populations.  
There are already some concerns that these areas, with a 
modicum of well-maintained, appealing houses, will 
continue towards a path of gentrification.  Although 
Census data does not confirm a greater presence of 
student-age populations in either neighborhood, students 
associated with Duke University may begin to occupy 
housing in these neighborhoods as they anecdotally have 
already done in the Burch Avenue neighborhood.  With 
regards to how the future Durham Station will affect 
ongoing development, I expect housing closer to West 
Chapel Hill and Vickers to experience greater demand, as these two roads traverse the Durham Freeway to 
allow for access to the station site. 
With regards to the performance of the gentrification index, the Durham Station area rated highest among all 
station areas for Walk Score, distance to employment centers (the station area is classified as an employment 
center), and percentage of housing built before 1940.  This last condition is likely influenced by the historic 
character of housing in the Morehead Hill and Trinity Park neighborhoods, as well as the warehouse 
conversions undertaken at West Village and the American Tobacco Campus.  As these housing units 
represent highly-desired housing rather than dilapidated housing, I question the appropriateness of this 
measure in predicting gentrification here.  In this instance, it is likely an after-effect of gentrification processes 
which have already occurred. 
Walk Score is also not evenly distributed across the area.  At the intersection of West Main and Gregson the 
Walk Score is 89, whereas at the intersection of South Buchanan and West Chapel Hill it is 72.  I also critique 
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the station area’s ranking of second for housing units as part of residential structures with three or more 
housing units: in examining parcel-level distributions of dwelling units, Durham Station actually ranks sixth in 
the percentage of dwelling units which are part of residential structures with three or more dwelling units.   
Despite these criticisms, the central location of the Durham Station, where it serves as a gateway to the 
downtown and revitalized Brightleaf Square and American Tobacco Campus developments, position it as a 
desirable locale for gentrifying populations.  The planned and currently in-construction developments within 
a half-mile of the station play this out.  Moving forward, concerns may wish to be directed at the Morehead 
Hill and West End neighborhoods, particularly along the roads leading across the Durham Freeway offering 
better access to the future station site.  Increasing rents and property values within this neighborhood may be 
in the cards. 
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Buchanan 
 
The Buchanan station area covers much of the land included 
within the Durham Station area, primarily west of that site.  
However, whereas the land immediately surrounding the Durham 
Station site is absent of existing residential uses, the residential 
neighborhoods of Trinity Park and Burch Avenue are each nearby 
the proposed Buchanan Station site.  A greater scarcity of 
developable land at this site, as opposed to the developments 
currently taking place around Durham Station, may place 
gentrification pressures on existing housing stock, particularly 
within the Burch Avenue area. 
First, unlike Durham Station, Buchanan Station (and the next 
station travelling west, Ninth Street) are impacted by the presence 
of Duke University and its land holdings.  With Duke’s east 
campus situated northwest of the Buchanan Station site, and 
Duke-owned forest land west of the Burch Avenue 
neighborhood, the amount of developable land is more restricted 
than one would find at the downtown sites.  The presence of student-age populations becomes more 
pronounced because of the university, as students seek rental units in neighborhoods within walking or biking 
distance of Duke.  The block groups encompassing the Trinity Park, Burch Avenue, and the West End 
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Burch Avenue near the Buchanan station 
site. 
neighborhoods each feature greater concentrations of younger populations (18 to 34 year-olds) than the 
region as a whole.   
The general desirability of the Trinity Park neighborhood further exacerbates this condition.  The state of 
repair map for the Buchanan station area shows a number of houses in the Trinity Park neighborhood 
(situated northeast of the proposed station site) in good condition, which indicates a careful continued 
maintenance of housing despite their older age.  Only a small handful of houses are in less than normal 
condition.  The Burch Avenue and West End/Morehead Hill neighborhoods contain a larger number of fair 
(and in some cases poor) housing.  This eases the barriers to entry for incoming populations to occupy this 
housing as it currently stands (more likely in the case of students) or to upgrade housing to a better condition 
(more likely of older populations with resources to spare).   
Although the availability of quality housing which can meet 
the accepted standards of most any renter or homeowner is 
always optimal, the presence of housing which is adequate if 
unexceptional keeps rents down and allows for income-
constrained householders to occupy these homes.  In a 
neighborhood ripe for gentrification7, as the Burch Avenue 
neighborhood may be , the continued availability of passable 
housing judging by its larger share of underutilized 
properties than the other neighborhoods, household 
affordability to lower-income residents (whether long-time 
residents of the neighborhood or not) becomes more 
restricted. 
There is scant development currently underway at this 
station now, without an availability of larger parcels for 
developers to utilize to increase housing supply.  West Main 
Street travelling east of the site is largely built out.  The 
abandoned McPherson Hospital site and its associated 
parking lots, as well as scattered parking lots between West 
Peabody and West Morgan, offer a handful of opportunities 
for future development.  However, complex land ownership and building lease structures exist throughout 
the station area (Triangle Transit, 2011, p. 2.1-4).  The station area stands in contrast to the amount of 
developable space present at Durham Station.  An inability to increase housing supply without disrupting 
existing housing conditions (such as through a teardown and subsequent redevelopment) could place cost 
pressures on existing populations.  
Buchanan Station ranks between second and fifth for each of the six indicators.  Its highest ranking of 
second, for percentage of housing units built before 1940, stands up well to on the ground conditions.  
Although the housing units associated with West Village are included in this tally, the high number of single-
family households (as well as some duplexes) limits the ability of this multi-unit development to bring down 
the percentage.  Much of Trinity Park, Burch Avenue, and the West End was built out by World War II.  
Conversely, I do question its third-place ranking in the percentage of housing units as part of residential 
                                                          
7 Those familiar with the Burch Avenue neighborhood may already characterize it as being in a state of gentrification, or 
already gentrified.  However, median household income levels in the block group for which the Burch Avenue 
neighborhood is located increased by less than $1,000 between the 2000 Census and 2008-2012 American Community 
Survey (when it was $27,723).  There are certainly some aesthetically pleasing houses as one walks through the 
neighborhood, but still a high number of households where potential work to increase value were easy to spot. 
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structures with three or more housing units, as within the half-mile buffer there does not appear to be too 
high of a presence of these household types.  In examining parcel-level data for dwelling units, Buchanan 
ranks eighth in the percentage of dwelling units in structures with three or more dwelling units. 
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Dillard 
 
The Dillard station area, ranked third for risk of gentrification, 
rates highly in the percentage of vacant housing units but low in 
the percentage of housing units as part of residential structures 
with three or more housing units.  The bifurcation of the station 
area by the Durham Freeway has created two distinct districts 
where development has historically differed.  I believe future 
development processes will continue on this divergence, with the 
area south of the freeway facing greater redevelopment obstacles 
despite recent investments.  Of all the stations in this analysis, I 
believe the Dillard station area has the highest potential to have 
future development influenced by the approach of the D-O LRT 
investment. 
First, development potential is strongest in the areas north and 
west of the station site.  The Hendrick Durham Automall is 
moving its operations next to the Streets at Southpoint by the fall 
of 2014 (Park, 2013), opening up a ten-acre site adjacent to the proposed station site on the west.  The next 
block west (South Dillard between South Magnum and South Roxboro) hosts the remnants of another 
former car dealership on six acres.  With the redevelopment of the Venable Center, completed in 2008, along 
with the recent construction of the Durham County Justice Center, Durham Bulls Athletic Park, Diamond 
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Parking lots and low-intensity land uses are abundant near the 
proposed Dillard station site.  The new Durham County 
Department of Public Health building lies just to its north. 
(source: Google Maps). 
View complexes, and the American Tobacco Campus to the west, these two blocks are holdouts in the area 
for redevelopment, and future efforts to repurpose these sites with the potential for future housing is likely.   
Across the rail tracks to the north and west, particularly east of Roxboro, institutional uses such as the new 
building for the Durham County Department of Public Health and the modern Durham County Library mix 
with surface parking lots to create a setting which is not terribly welcoming to pedestrians.  Still, this area is 
bounded by the investment taking place further west into downtown, as well as by the Golden Belt area east 
of North Elizabeth, and does feature smaller blocks south of Liberty.  Its proximity to downtown to the west 
and the Cleveland-Holloway neighborhood to the north (which contains two local historic districts) may soon 
put it in the crosshairs for development activity. 
Between South Dillard and Fayetteville, a 
few smaller industrial and commercial 
properties adjacent to the station site could 
be opportune for reinvestment.  The 
Durham Housing Authority’s Oldham 
Towers and Liberty Street communities lie 
north of Main Street, containing 151 low-
income housing units.  Although 
redevelopment of this area does not appear 
to be imminent, the ideal access offered by 
this area’s close proximity to the station 
site could cause it to gentrify in time.  
Ensuring low-income populations are not 
adversely affected by this event is 
paramount. 
There is reason to be skeptical of the 
redevelopment opportunities south of the 
Durham Freeway, along South Roxboro and Fayetteville in the old Hayti neighborhood.  The first phase of 
the Southside Revitalization Project is projected to open by the end of 2014 on 6.5 acres at the southeast 
corner of South Roxboro and Lakewood.  The 132 multi-unit rental project will include 80 affordable rental 
units to families earning below 60 percent AMI (City of Durham, 2014b).  Forty-eight new single-family 
homes will be constructed to the west of South Roxboro, with 25 set aside for families at or below 80 percent 
AMI (Oleniacz, 2013).   
With the high number of vacant and renter-occupied housing units present in these neighborhoods, it is 
difficult to envision a redevelopment on this scale occurring if not for a heavy push by the city due to the 
impoverished nature of the neighborhood and its high crime levels.  From an access standpoint, the area 
south of Durham Freeway is not oriented towards the Dillard station site, and the automobile-centric nature 
of Fayetteville poses an obstacle for the area becoming desirable from a long-term standpoint.  While the area 
contains multiple large-lot developments (including Heritage Square on East Lakewood, which has been 
recently discussed as a redevelopment opportunity), I hold skepticism about the neighborhood becoming 
amenable to gentrifying populations in the near future. 
Finally, the Edgemont and Golden Belt neighborhoods, east of Fayetteville and Elizabeth and bounded by 
Ramseur and Taylor, are a hodgepodge of converted manufacturing and warehouse facilities and subsidized 
housing.  Existing housing in this neighborhood is in decent enough shape—a large residential development 
of single-family homes along Dale was constructed in the last couple of decades.  While some low-intensity 
non-residential uses persist along Ramseur, proximity to the rail corridor and Durham Freeway might 
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suppress demand for the long-term, combined with the isolation effect of nearby land uses.  With existing 
historic building stock already utilized and the socioeconomic profile of residents firmly in place, conditions 
seem to point against many of the facets of gentrification arising here. 
As shown here, the diversity of neighborhood types present within a half-mile of the Dillard station paints 
different possibilities for where future gentrification could occur.  With current gentrification processes quite 
limited, this station area presents the possibility that any future gentrification which takes place would be 
primarily connected to an individual neighborhood’s orientation to the Dillard station site.  
The assortment of existing development patterns wreaks havoc on the index’s ability to categorize 
gentrification risk.  Vacant and run-down housing, as characterized in the state of repair map, is concentrated 
at the southern portion of the station area, which many familiar with Durham would claim is far from 
gentrifying (save for recent public investment).  This area is also poorly oriented towards the Dillard station 
site, disconnected by the Durham Freeway and put off by the automobile-centric orientation of Fayetteville.  
Throughout the half-mile station area, large blocks and dead-end streets are interspersed with instances of 
well-connected street networks, creating a landscape where walkability widely differs.  
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Duke Medical Center 
 
The Duke Medical Center station area is characterized by a large 
number of renters, scant amount of vacant land, and the 
substantial influence of both Duke University and nearby medical 
facilities.  The impact of the area’s educational and medical 
institutions as an employment generator has manifested itself 
through the construction of two new high-rise apartment 
buildings along Erwin Road moving west from the station, Trinity 
Commons at Erwin and the Lofts at Lakeview.   
Like the Buchanan, LaSalle, and Ninth Street station areas, the 
Duke Medical Center station area is in close proximity to an 
abundance of Duke University land.  Duke’s west campus houses 
many of the university’s undergraduate functions, making it a daily 
destination for thousands of students and staff members.  The 
presence of many residential developments along the Erwin Road 
corridor may be influenced by this and the area’s convenient 
access to the Durham Freeway, I-85, and US 15-501. 
In regards to future development, there is reason to believe that there is only limited potential for the area to 
see more transformation.  Parcels along Erwin Road which are underutilized are limited to small lots such as 
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The Lofts at Lakeview, near the Duke Medical Center 
station. 
gas stations.  Some low impact buildings are situated east of Fulton, but these are owned by Duke University.  
Existing residential developments are in good enough shape that wholesale transformations of these 
properties are unlikely, although tenants may experience rent pressures. 
With a shortage of underutilized land for new development, some may look to the Crest Street neighborhood 
north of Erwin as an opportunity for new residents to occupy existing housing or developers to acquire large 
swaths of land for new housing.  However, the 
history of the Crest Street neighborhood as a 
successful relocation of a previous neighborhood 
once in the path of the Durham Freeway renders 
the possibility of future dislocation of these 
residents as a highly undesirable outcome from a 
political standpoint.  Additionally, the construction 
of the neighborhood in the early to mid-1980s 
leaves much of the neighborhood’s housing in good 
upkeep.   
One neighborhood worth some deliberation is along 
Hillsborough Street at the northeast corner of the 
station area, in the Old West Durham 
neighborhood.  The Durham Freeway acts to divide 
this section from the rest of the Duke Medical 
Center station area, and future development along 
this strip is likely to be more influenced by the construction taking place just to its east at the old Erwin Mills 
site.  Opportunistically, an abandoned railroad spur stretches across the freeway to connect these two entities.  
Redevelopment of this bridge to serve pedestrian and/or bicycle access may help tie this neighborhood to the 
medical facilities and the universities, potentially spurring reinvestment. 
Both the Duke Medical Center and LaSalle station areas rankings in the gentrification risk index are driven by 
the high level of renter-occupied housing units in these station areas (both from university dormitories and 
large apartment complexes), with Duke Medical Center ranking higher in part due to its stature as an 
employment center.  There are few quibbles to be had with the assertion that the station area contains plenty 
of renter-occupied housing units; it is more of a surprise that it does not rank higher for percentage of 
housing units as part of residential structures with three or more housing units (the parcel-level analysis 
asserts that the station area contains 95.5 percent of its dwelling units as part of structures with three or more 
dwelling units).  The main criticism with the methodology here is the inclusion of Old West Durham 
neighborhoods, which are disconnected from the rest of the station area in its current form.  As the FTA 
defines station areas as the half-mile surrounding a proposed station, this concern has as much to do with 
their methodology as it does with mine. 
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Ninth Street 
 
Without referencing demographic data of conditions surrounding 
station sites, one would likely determine the Ninth Street station 
area as the station area where gentrification is currently taking 
place most intensely.  Current construction on the former Erwin 
Mills site and invigorated commercial activity along the Ninth 
Street corridor itself signifies that this area is already attracting 
higher-income populations.  
Crescent Main Street, at the corner of Main and Fifteenth, is 
projected to feature 208 two-bedroom apartments when it opens 
in the fall of 2014 (Crescent, 2014).  This location, with Fifteenth 
Street’s bridge over the Durham Freeway, allows for better access 
to the educational and medical facilities along Erwin Road.  
Crescent Ninth Street will open 302 high-end units in the coming 
months, with an adjacent Hilton Garden Inn and Harris Teeter 
grocery store having already opened (Bridges, 2013).  Crescent 
Communities also is planning a project off of Swift Avenue and 
the Durham Freeway to the southeast of the station site.   
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The new Crescent Ninth Street development on the left, with the 
converted Erwin Mill Apartments on the right. 
Each of these projects will increase the housing stock supply, which may help control cost of living increases 
in the single-family residences north of Markham and Hillsborough.  By increasing the supply of housing in 
this area, less demand will be placed on existing housing, potentially keeping rents better stabilized.  This is 
important for the Ninth Street station area, given the high number of renters present.   
Continued work by the City of Durham to guide 
planning processes taking place in the Ninth 
Street station area will be crucial.  The high 
percentage of older housing stock could create 
pressure on their redevelopment, especially 
when these housing units exist together as a 
block.  Potential could be greatest in the 
neighborhoods north of Hillsborough, 
particularly at Rosehill and Hale, given this 
neighborhood’s proximity to the new 
development taking place.  Redevelopment of 
the large block bounded by Hillsborough, 
Ninth, Green, and Carolina, which is currently 
underutilized, may be the next piece of land 
eyed by developers.  The existing homes along 
Rutherford and Bolton Streets are critically 
endangered by the ongoing development and 
may be beyond the point of saving. 
South of the Durham Freeway, Duke University is in ownership both of residential units and of vacant 
wooded land.  This points to the limitation for development that could occur for much of the southern half 
of the station area, excepting the current activity taking place along Swift.  Duke’s east campus also limits the 
potential for future development.  There have been no indications that Iredell and Broad, east of the Ninth 
Street commercial district, will be redeveloped with accommodation for new housing in the near future. 
With so much investment taking place near the Ninth Street station site, it is fair to wonder whether the 
gentrification index rates this station area too poorly.  Ninth Street ranks last in the percentage of vacant 
housing units, and sixth in the distance to employment centers metric.  Yet the availability of vacant land has 
driven the investment at the former Erwin Mills site, with this characteristic serving much of the same 
purpose that the percentage of vacant housing serves in a more densely-populated neighborhood on the 
verge of gentrification.  Furthermore, Ninth Street’s proximity between Duke’s west campus and downtown 
Durham, as well as its own immediacy to Duke’s east campus, make it a destination in its own right.  These 
two factors call into question the robustness of each of these indicators for predicting impending 
gentrification. 
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LaSalle 
 
The LaSalle station area shares many traits with the Duke Medical 
Center station area.  Populations looking to live here are likely to 
be drawn to the area’s proximity to Duke University’s west 
campus, the medical facilities along Erwin Road to the east, and 
convenient access to the Durham Freeway, I-85, and US 15-501.  
The large number of multi-unit residential complexes within the 
station area (with 3,277 housing units it is the most populous 
station area of our study) exemplify how these conditions have 
influenced the area’s development pattern over time. 
As with the Duke Medical Center station area, land available for 
future construction is at a premium.  Underutilized parcels are 
limited to a few small pockets throughout the station area.  One 
exception is a new luxury apartment complex called Heights 
LaSalle, at the southwest corner of South LaSalle and Kangaroo.  
Outside of this, a paucity of existing residential developments in 
fair or worse shape may cause change within this station area to be 
limited moving forward.   
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Older apartment structures, like these at Chapel Ridge, 
may be targeted for renovations, resulting in higher rents. 
One issue the inflexibility of current housing supply may cause is an attempt from property owners of some 
of the area’s older apartment complexes to upgrade their facilities in an attempt to raise rents.  This may be a 
particular issue at a complex like Chapel Ridge, at 
the southern end of Morreene north of its 
intersection with Erwin, or at Poplar West off 
South LaSalle and Erwin.  The exterior 
appearances of these complexes suggest that they 
are older and feature rents lower than other nearby 
complexes.  Management companies holding sites 
like this may wish to give the buildings a facelift to 
make them more desirable to gentrifying 
populations.  Increasing rents, as well as a 
determination to stop accepting Section 8 housing 
vouchers, can work to drive out lower-income 
populations and create a more affluent tenant 
clientele.  I am not claiming that this process is 
likely for Chapel Ridge or Poplar West, nor that 
this is the motive of existing property managers, 
but merely that this event is possible given the existing housing patterns of the station area. 
Of all the station areas under study, the index performance of LaSalle most accurately characterizes its actual 
on-the-ground conditions.  It ranks first in percentage of renter-occupied housing units and housing units as 
part of residential structures with three or more housing units, but within the bottom three in all other 
indicators.  This precision is likely due to the high population totals present within the station area, denoting 
that block groups are more constrained than in station areas with a more spread-out pattern of development.   
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UNC Hospitals8 
 
As with the Duke Medical Center and LaSalle station areas, the 
UNC Hospitals station area is heavily influenced by the presence 
of land owned by the University of North Carolina.  As a result, 
Census data at this site strongly reflects the demographic 
composition of university students and physical characteristics of 
university structures.  To the west and south of the station site 
exists a low to medium density neighborhood made up primarily 
of single-family homes, where homeownership is more prevalent 
than seen throughout the study area. 
The juxtaposition of the university and non-university owned 
block groups create a station area profile where few of the 
indicators display a strong effect.  The station area rates highly for 
the distance to employment centers metric, as it is classified as 
one.  It also ranks third for the percentage of vacant housing 
units, which curiously are mostly concentrated within a university-
owned block group.  Otherwise, the station area shows few of the conditions characteristic of impending 
gentrification, and the on-the-ground composition of the residential neighborhoods to the south and west 
                                                          
8 Parcel-level analysis of UNC Hospitals was not performed, as this station is not within Durham County. 
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support this conclusion.  The fact that a significant portion of the station area is under the jurisdiction of the 
University of North Carolina prevents change in the physical and demographic constitution of these areas 
from occurring. 
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Alston 
 
Other than having a high percentage of vacant housing units, the 
Alston station area rates out comparatively poorly compared to 
the other stations for gentrification risk.  Despite containing 
parcels which would appear prime for the type of reinvestment 
which could set gentrification in motion, the demographic and 
housing stock characteristics of the station area discourage the 
chances of future investment.   
Of the station areas under consideration in this study, Alston is 
perhaps the most disinvested.  Its median household income of 
$18,547 is the third-lowest of the station areas, but unlike LaSalle 
and Duke Medical Center it is not heavily influenced by block 
groups situated on university land.  The station area as a whole is 
characterized by a high percentage of single-family homes, driving 
down its renter populations and percentage of housing units as 
part of residential structures with three or more housing units.  
Despite these higher rates of homeownership, collective wealth is 
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The area around the proposed Alston station site is characterized by 
land uses which don’t typically support healthy residential 
neighborhood (source: Google Maps). 
lacking.  Unemployment in the Census tracts covering the station area hover between 22.2 and 26.4 percent9, 
compared to the regional figure of 7.8 percent.  These rates are the highest seen in any of the station areas. 
The character of land usage, especially around the station area itself, discourages the formation of vibrant 
urban neighborhoods.  The Durham Freeway cuts off the station site from the contiguous residential 
neighborhoods along Alston Avenue to the south, particularly so given that the intersection of the freeway 
and Alston contains an interchange.  The 
TOD Assessment Report cites a limited 
street network within one quarter-mile of 
the station site, with dead end streets 
which limit access and create super-
blocks.  Further, several parcels within 
this quarter-mile “contain potentially 
noxious land uses including industrial 
operations and large equipment of junk 
storage facilities” (Triangle Transit, 2011, 
p. 2.1-4).  Triangle Transit’s plans to site 
a park-and-ride lot for D-O LRT 
commuters arriving from the east along 
Durham Freeway could exacerbate these 
conditions. 
North of the site, the planned widening 
of Alston Avenue north of the freeway to a four-lane roadway may detract from the walkability of the 
neighborhood, despite sidewalk improvements and bicycle lane provisions as part of the project (City of 
Durham, 2014a).  The redevelopment of Golden Belt, as well as the construction of single-family homes 
using HOPE VI funds between Morning Glory and Taylor near Alston Avenue, should keep this slice of the 
station area pleasant.  However, unfinished parcels nearby within the former Few Gardens community has 
left some of the area north of the station site with a profusion of vacant land that, in its current state, is likely 
not desirable to developers. 
Despite the availability of inexpensive, vacant land, opportunities for developers to build large-scale multi-
unit residential complexes, similar to what is being done in the Durham and Ninth Street station areas, are 
not likely to materialize.  Such development would be out of character with the multitude of single-family 
homes seen throughout the district.  In examining the value ratio map, there are not many instances where 
land values are higher than building values, indicating that parcels are not particularly underutilized in the 
area.  The result of these conditions is a neighborhood where the redevelopment that is occurring is of a 
smaller scale and typically undertaken by community groups, such as Habitat for Humanity. 
On-the-ground circumstances of the Alston station area point to a lessened chance of gentrification here than 
in the other station areas.  It’s encouraging that the index plays this out, particularly in identifying the low 
percentage of multi-unit residential structures and poor pedestrian conditions.  The homogenous nature of 
the housing stock throughout the station area works to create a consistent account of demographic and 
housing characteristics as measured by ACS data. 
 
 
 
                                                          
9 Unemployment data is not available by block group. 
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Patterson Place 
 
Patterson Place ranks well below the eight other stations for 
gentrification risk, owing largely to the absence of a pedestrian-
oriented, housing-rich environment seen at all of the other station 
areas.  Two of the factors which some may feel are most closely 
associated with gentrification, pedestrian environment and 
accessibility, each pit Patterson Place last among all the station 
areas.  For the distance to employment centers metric, Patterson 
Place is nearly four times further from an employment center than 
the next ranked station area. 
The majority of the existing housing within this station area 
consists of multi-unit complexes along Southwest Durham Drive 
and Old Chapel Hill Road.  Combined with an absence of single-
family homes, this condition drives Patterson Place’s low ranking 
in the percentage of housing built before 1940 and vacant housing 
units.  However, Patterson Place also ranks poorly for percentage 
of renter-occupied housing units and housing units as part of residential structures with three or more 
housing units, despite the presence of these developments.  This is likely due to the block group which 
encompasses much of the Patterson Place station area also containing single-family residential neighborhoods 
and a townhouse complex with owner-occupied units to the south and west. 
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Although the characteristics commonly associated with gentrification, such as a distinct change in the 
neighborhood’s feel, will almost certainly not be experienced at this station area, development is currently 
occurring owing to the site’s location at the intersection of US 15-501 and I-40.  One proposed project places 
an additional 322 housing units along Southwest Durham Drive (Jones Hoyle, 2013).  Adding more housing 
units with connectivity to the future station site and existing retail will help take pressure off demand for 
housing for station areas closer to downtown. 
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8. Future Research Steps 
I am optimistic about the viability of using parcel-level data as a substitute for Census-based indicators for a 
similarly-minded effort to this gentrification risk index.  As the research on risk factors for gentrification 
shows, many physical attributes of neighborhoods, including age of the housing stock, housing units in multi-
unit residential structures, and vacant housing, can signify looming reinvestment on a wide scale.  Consistent 
surveying of the housing stock in a community can allow for record-keeping which can permit a finely 
detailed analysis of specific neighborhoods, blocks, or even specific houses ripe for investment action.  The 
Walk Score metric, which can be computed for any U.S. address, can further advance this address-specific 
analysis. 
On top of this, using land and building values for parcels enables one to gain a more detailed view of where 
disinvestment is taking place.  Areas where land values exceed building values indicates that the land is being 
underutilized.  However, research on the relationship between land and building values is limited.  For 
instance, what is the tipping point at which an underutilized parcel will attract redevelopment?  Do these 
tipping points differ based on the broader neighborhood characteristics in place?  This effort has aimed to 
identify a portfolio of data that augers gentrification, but applying these data on a finer scale or determining 
whether some indicators are more influential than others is an area of need. 
Collecting data on household characteristics is also difficult, especially for more fluid attributes like vacancy 
status.  In North Carolina revaluations are mandated to take place every eight years (Denning, 2008)—in 
Durham County, the last revaluation took place in 2008.  The time lapse between the most recent update and 
our study is reflected in the station-by-station analyses; in some cases whole blocks of structures have been 
redeveloped since 2008.  Given that thousands of parcels are evaluated, the opportunity for error in the data 
is high. 
Data on household sizes and incomes, collected on a residence-by-residence basis, brings about a difficult 
challenge from a logistical standpoint.  Considerable resources would need to be gathered to collect this 
information, and concerns over possible invasion of privacy and the accuracy of self-reported data would 
discourage many cities from undertaking such a task.   
Yet if some, or all, of these issues can be addressed, the logical next step to improve the concept of a 
gentrification index would be to incorporate parcel-level data in replacement of Census data. 
********** 
Another future research step would be to build upon my previous efforts and evaluate the performance of a 
gentrification risk index using historical data in another city which has recently experienced gentrification in 
some of its neighborhoods.  Evaluating how well a gentrification index predicted actual gentrification ahead 
of time would allow one to gain insight on the performance of individual metrics, perhaps beginning to 
answer the question of whether some indicators should be weighted more heavily than others.  This tactic 
deployed on a multi-city scale could further formalize the concept of gentrification index, which could 
subsequently be utilized in different locations. 
There are obstacles to this task, however, as was detailed in Section 6.  The availability of data is limited years 
in which a decennial Census was conducted if one were to examine time periods prior the first five-year 
American Community Survey data was released for 2005-2009.  Historical Walk Score data is not available.  
Arriving at an appropriate time gap for which to measure change poses a challenge, as measuring this type of 
occurrence will not be devoid of significant noise.   
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Importantly, gentrification does not play out in similar fashions from city to city.  As Kolko (2007) noted, the 
attributes of different development patterns across the country influence how gentrification has or will play 
out in different cities.  In a place like the Durham-Chapel Hill region, where development is more spread out, 
proximity to nearby high-income areas is not as important as in a more densely-populated city (p. 11). For 
instance, the accessibility metric I have utilized here would need to be reconfigured to better approximate 
local conditions for the geographic area in question.   
Of direct value to this study would be a reexamination of the gentrification index’s performance in future 
years, perhaps as the D-O LRT is opening or afterwards.  Given the redevelopment currently taking place in 
Durham, it’s reasonable to think that the expectation or actual presence of the D-O LRT is only playing a 
supplementary part in the equation of where developers should locate projects.  As the station area profiles 
show, I only feel strongly expecting future development in the Dillard station area to be swayed by the transit 
investment.   
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9. Conclusion 
As I stated at the beginning of this report, I am hopeful that this effort is of value for both academic 
researchers examining risk factors for gentrification and stakeholders involved with preserving affordable 
housing along the D-O LRT corridor.   
The gentrification risk index itself, including the six indicators which comprise it and the methods utilized to 
characterize the half-mile buffer surrounding D-O LRT station sites, pose a number of considerations for 
researchers to ponder in advancing the conversation on this topic.  Most studies have measured the influence 
of gentrification using defined Census tracts or block groups as their geographic unit of measurement.  As 
this report aims to measure risk in the areas surrounding transit sites, a similar scheme is impractical.   
Aggregating data from different Census block groups encompassing the half-mile buffer for each station area 
introduces a fair amount of convolution.  However, I feel it is an innovative way of examining this issue.  
Substituting Census data with parcel-level data to gain a stronger representation of on-the-ground conditions 
could be a logical next step for a similar research effort.  Absent the resources to carry out this type of 
endeavor, further study and tweaking of the indicators to incorporate into this type of analysis would be a 
welcome addition to the field of research. 
In regards to the actual ranking of the station areas produced by the gentrification risk index, as well as the 
findings included in the discussion of each station area, I hope that this report pushes planners, community 
activists, and elected officials to take an objective look at the issue of affordable housing provision at each D-
O LRT station site.  The 15 percent affordable housing mandate at 60 percent AMI or below for Durham 
County stations may prove challenging to meet in station areas where development activity is already intense.   
The stations at greatest risk for gentrification, both identified by the index (Durham Station, Buchanan, 
Dillard) and on-the-ground observations (Duke Medical Center, Ninth Street), must receive more concerted 
attention right away in order to reach this ideal.  At almost all station areas, existing housing which caters to 
income levels at or near this standard or developable land to construct new housing is already present.  Other 
solutions, whether it be a fund for affordable housing production or the loosening of parking minimums, can 
help the region advance towards the 15 percent goal.   
Displacement does not need to be an inevitable outcome of the D-O LRT’s construction.  Regardless of the 
inconclusive nature of much research on the link between gentrification and displacement, it would be 
irresponsible for those involved with development activity near D-O LRT stations to not pay heed to the 
potential of worsening affordability for lower-income housing units along the corridor.  I aspire that this 
report helps advance that discussion. 
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Appendix A 
 
Neighborhood Characteristics and Housing Value Appreciation at Light Rail Stations 
The experiences of Houston’s METRORail and Minneapolis’s Blue Line 
 
 Abstract 
 Research has shown that introducing rail transit to a neighborhood can increase 
residential property values, but the nature of what factors need to be present to achieve this 
condition is inconclusive.  This study attempts to analyze the relationship between median 
housing value increases near new light rail stations in Houston and Minneapolis with six 
variables commonly seen as associated with gentrification in urban neighborhoods.  The 
regression analysis performed does not support the belief that some variables, such as Walk 
Score and walk times, are positively associated with housing price increases at new station sites.  
Questions should be raised on whether our perceptions of gentrification at new rail transit 
stations correspond to why housing values increases occur.  The nature of increasing rents and 
property values at station sites, and how these relate to one another, is also explored. 
 
Project Background 
 This report attempts to use Census data to study the relationship between housing price 
appreciation at new light rail stations in the Houston, TX and Minneapolis, MN areas and 
various characteristics of the population and built environment around each station area.  
Building off a report I helped complete in the fall semester of 2012 identifying characteristics 
present in neighborhoods prior to gentrification from an anticipated rail transit investment, we 
have chosen six independent variables and measured their relationship to changes in median 
single-family housing values within ½ mile of new stations.   
METRORail in Houston and the Blue (formerly Hiawatha) Line in Minneapolis and 
Bloomington, MN were chosen as our light rail lines of interest due to their each opening in 
2004.  The hope is that this will allow for a clear before and after accounting of each 
investment’s influence using data from the 2000 decennial Census and the 2007-2011 five-year 
American Community Survey. 
  Our hypothesis is that of the six variables measured, higher Walk Scores and shorter 
commute times will display a positive correlation with home value appreciation.  We also expect 
the change in population aged 18-34, the percentage of housing units built before 1959, and the 
percentage of households with two or more units to be correlated too, but our confidence in this 
occurring is not as strong.  The change in rent-burdened populations (those spending more than 
30% of their income on rent) will also be measured for informational purposes.  
 
Literature Review 
 To properly discuss this topic it is important to establish a definition of gentrification to 
go by.  In our 2012 report we defined gentrification as “the process of neighborhood change that 
replaces lower-income residents with higher-income ones” (Clark, Newman, Turner, and 
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Wagner, 2012, p. 4).  This definition was appropriate given the focus of our report on preventing 
the housing displacement effects of gentrification, but it may be more helpful here to broaden our 
definition.  Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham (2010) 
define gentrification as “a pattern of neighborhood 
change in which a previously low-income neighborhood 
experiences reinvestment and revitalization, 
accompanied by increasing home values and/or rents” 
(Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham, 2010, p. 2).  They 
note that gentrification need not be associated with 
displacement but acknowledge that such risks are real. 
 In their study, Pollack, Bluestone, and 
Billingham adopt an approach similar to this one by selecting new transit stations built in 12 
cities between 1990 and 1997.  They aggregated block group-level data to create profiles for 
each station site at the ½ mile level, and measured changes at each station area in population 
growth, housing units, racial and ethnic composition, household income, housing costs, in-
migration, public transit use for commuting, and motor vehicle ownership.  For all variables save 
for non-Hispanic white population growth the researchers found that increases at stations 
occurred at a greater rate than the surrounding metropolitan area as a whole.  Most notably 
housing became more expensive, neighborhood residents more wealthy, and vehicle ownership 
more common in neighborhoods with new transit investments (Pollack, Bluestone, and 
Billingham, 2010, p. 33). 
Kahn (2007) examined data from 14 cities between 1970 and 2000 to determine how new 
rail transit construction and expansion affects the composition of nearby Census tracts.  Defining 
gentrification through increases in home prices and the share of college graduates in a Census 
tract, Kahn found mixed evidence that tracts located near new investments gentrify.  In cities like 
Boston and Washington, Kahn concludes there is significant evidence to link gentrification with 
new rail transit.  However, other cities such as Portland, OR and Los Angeles show no such 
trends.  Kahn sought to define new stations as fitting either a “walk and ride” or “park and ride” 
category, concluding that stations in the “park and ride” group can actually experience increases 
in poverty. 
Another comprehensive report on the relationship between rail transit investment and 
gentrification was authored by Chapple (2009).  Identifying 102 Census tracts in the San 
Francisco Bay Area which gentrified between 1990 and 2000, Chapple studied 19 indicators to 
see whether they were positively or negatively associated with gentrified neighborhoods.  She 
found that a neighborhood’s proximity to amenities, such as youth facilities and public space, as 
well as higher shares of transit commuters were most closely associated with gentrification.  
Income diversity, renters devoting more than 35% of their incomes to rent, higher shares of 
nonfamily households, multi-unit housing, and renter-occupied housing were other factors tied to 
gentrified neighborhoods (Chapple, 2009, p. 6-7).   
Gentrification is “a pattern of 
neighborhood change in which a 
previously low-income neighborhood 
experiences reinvestment and 
revitalization, accompanied by increasing 
home values and/or rents” 
-Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham, 2010 
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 Of course, the underlying premise of 
our study is that light rail systems and 
single-family home property values are 
linked to one another in a positive way.  
Diaz (1999) found a positive relationship 
between new rail transit and increased 
residential property values, owing to the 
better accessibility the rail transit offers as 
well as new development and 
redevelopment potential of affected 
neighborhoods (Diaz, 1999, p. 7-8).  Bowes 
and Ihlanfeldt 
(2001), in 
reviewing 
studies 
completed on 
this subject, concluded that increases in property values are 
dependent upon a number of factors.  These causes include those 
mentioned by Diaz but also negative effects such as crime and 
noise.  The researchers do note that positive, yet modest, increases 
in property values characterize the findings of much of the work 
on this subject (Bowes and Ihlanfeldt, 2001, p. 3). 
 Much of the research on this subject influenced our 2012 
report “Gentrification Index for the Triangle Area Proposed 
Transit Corridor” (Clark, Newman, Turner, and Wagner, 2012).  
This report identified ten indicators that we felt were most strongly 
present in neighborhoods which are most at risk for gentrification 
from the opening of a new rail transit station.  These ten indicators 
are profiled in the table above and heavily impacted the selection 
of variables to analyze in this report.   
One enduring obstacle we have faced in our research is a 
way to ascertain which of these variables play a stronger role in 
influencing gentrification at stations.  It is hoped that this study 
can provide some clarity on this issue. 
  
 Transit Service Profiles 
 Houston’s METRORail opened for service on January 1, 
2004.  Running along 7.5 miles of track leading south from 
Houston’s central business district (CBD), the line operates mostly 
in urban neighborhoods.  The Midtown section of Houston makes 
up the middle portion of the line, with institutional uses such as 
Hermann Park, Rice University, Memorial Hermann Hospital, and 
Reliant Stadium closer to the southern end of the line (Metropolitan 
The ten indicators our 2012 study identified as being 
most closely associated with gentrification in 
neighborhoods prior to the introduction of a rail transit 
investment. (Clark, Newman, Turner, and Wagner, 2012, 
p. 16) 
The alignment of Houston’s 
METRORail.  Stations with 
the highest increases in 
median housing values are 
highlighted in green. 
(Metropolitan Transit 
Authority of Harris County) 
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Median housing value changes for each service, as compared against their metropolitan areas 
Transit Authority of Harris County, 2013).  There are 16 stations in total.  METRORail attracted 
a daily ridership of 37,500 in spring 2013 (APTA, 2013, p. 3). 
 The Blue Line (known as the Hiawatha Line until May 2013) operates along 12 miles of 
track running south and southeast of Minneapolis’s CBD.  Opening in June 2004, the service 
includes 19 stations (two of which opened in 2009 and have been removed from the analysis) in 
a variety of different neighborhood types (Metro Transit, 2013).  Beyond the Franklin Avenue 
station the line operates mostly in suburban-style neighborhoods.  There are fewer residential 
neighborhoods near stations once one reaches the Fort Snelling station, with four stations 
removed from the final analysis due to low population figures.  The Blue Line services 
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport and ends at the Mall of America in Bloomington.  Its 
daily ridership was nearly 31,000 in spring 2013 (APTA, 2013, p. 3). 
  
All stations along each line experienced increases in median housing values between the 
2000 decennial Census and the 2007-2011 American Community Survey (ACS).  The average 
increase was $107,656, with relatively similar increases in each area.  Median housing values 
increased in the station areas of each city at a faster rate than their metropolitan areas.  The 
average median housing value near stations in Houston was $271,356, whereas in Minneapolis it 
was $210,596, according to the ACS data.  In Houston this represented a significant premium 
above the metropolitan figure of $140,000, but in Minneapolis stood less than the metropolitan 
median figure of $234,800 (Census 2000, ACS 2007-2011). 
 
 Data Profile 
Variables were selected for analysis based on data availability and anticipated influence 
in affecting median housing values.  Each variable is described below: 
 Walk Score—Obtained from walkscore.com, Walk Score measures the walkability of a 
neighborhood based on the proximity of an address’s nearby amenities and road connectivity 
metrics such as the presence of long blocks. The measure takes into account the number and 
scale of amenities, including grocery stores, restaurants, coffee shops, parks, and shopping (Walk 
Score, 2013) (Clark, Newman, Turner, and Wagner, 2012, p. 12).  Walk Scores were obtained at 
the location of each station and reflect present-day conditions. 
 Houston Station 
Area 
Houston 
Metropolitan Area 
Minneapolis 
Station Area 
Minneapolis 
Metropolitan Area 
2000 Median 
Housing Values 
$161,298 $85,600 $105,895 $139,200 
2007-2011 Median 
Housing Values 
$271,356 $140,000 $210,596 $234,800 
Change $110,058 $54,400 $104,701 $95,600 
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 Minutes from CBD to Transit Stop—Each 
agency’s website provides information on travel times 
between stations.  This was used in combination with 
a self-determination of which station constituted the 
CBD for each service.  Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis 
and Main Street Square in Houston were chosen 
based on a judgment of commercial activity occurring 
nearby downtown stations of each line. 
 Change in Population Aged 18-34—This 
indicator provides an easy comparison between 2000 
and 2007-2011 data.  Research on transit-influenced 
gentrification indicated both young populations and/or 
college graduates as influencers for gentrification. 
 Percentage of Housing Units Built Before 
1959, 2000 Census—A proxy for historical buildings 
present in a neighborhood, the 1959 cut-off date was 
selected because the standard rule of thumb for a 
structure to be eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places is 50 years old.  It’s possible to use 
2007-2011 ACS data for this measure as well. 
 Percentage of Households with Two or 
More Units, 2007-2011 ACS—Multi-unit structures 
present in a neighborhood are seen as desirable by 
developers.  It’s possible to use 2000 Census data for 
this measure as well.  It should be noted that analysis 
was completed using two or more units as the 
indicator, but research on the topic and our 2012 study 
indicated that we should have used three or more units 
as a benchmark. 
 Change in Population Spending More than 30% of Their Income on Rent—Not 
directly tied to single-family housing values but nevertheless observed as a sign of gentrification 
occurring in neighborhoods near new transit sites.  As rents increase current tenants experience 
financial stress as more of their income must be devoted to rent payments.  This variable was 
included more for informational purposes—we have little reason to expect it to be related to 
increases in single-family housing values. 
 To reiterate our hypothesis, we expect higher Walk Scores and shorter commute times 
will display a positive correlation with changes in median housing values.  We also expect the 
change in population aged 18-34, the percentage of housing units built before 1959, and the 
percentage of households with two or more units to be correlated too, but our confidence in this 
occurring is not as strong.   
Data for the dependent variable of median house values and for four of the independent 
variables—the change in populated aged 18-34, the percentage of housing units built before 1959 
(2000 data), the percentage of households with two or more units (2007-2011 data), and the 
The alignment of Minneapolis’s Blue Line.  
Stations with the highest increases in 
median housing values are highlighted in 
green. (Metro Transit) 
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An example of the methodology used to synthesize data for the ½ mile buffer around each station site 
change in population spending more than 30% of their income on housing costs were collected 
using data from the U.S. Census Bureau at the block group level.  This data was downloaded 
using Social Explorer. 
 
Analysis Methodology 
 Some studies on this topic (Kahn, 2007) have focused analysis around the availability of 
transit service for selected Census tracts, drawing conclusions based on the intensity and 
proximity of nearby services to the tract in question.  In this study we were interested in 
evaluating conditions specifically at the station areas themselves, which can be bisected by any 
number of Census block groups.  Using a ½ mile buffer for each station site, a methodology 
needed to be formulated to capture the characteristics of these buffer areas which accounted for 
the differences in block group sizes represented within each buffer. 
 To satisfy these conditions, Census data was loaded into a geographic information system 
(GIS) along with ½ mile buffer areas for each station site in both cities.  Block groups were then 
clipped to the buffer areas, with the square footage of each clipped block group calculated.  
These square footage totals were then compared against the total square footage of the block 
group in question to find the proportion of each block group covered by the buffer area.  The 
square footage figures of the clipped block groups were also compared against the total square 
footage of the buffer area to find the proportion of the buffer area each block group comprised. 
 With the exception of median housing values each variable under consideration was 
measured using a sum of the number of individuals or housing units which met a condition.  
Therefore, using the proportion of the block group captured within a buffer area, it was possible 
to assign an approximate figure of individuals or housing units based on the entire block group to 
each buffer area.  For example, if 100 housing units in a block group were built before 1959 
according to the 2000 decennial Census, and 22% of that block group was contained within the 
buffer area, we would assign 22 households built before 1959 to the buffer area.  This process, 
carried out for each block group contained within a station’s buffer area, would sum to a total 
number of housing units meeting this condition, thus creating a profile of different characteristics 
for a station site. 
 
 A similar process was used for the median housing values for each block group.  Using 
the proportion of the block group which made up the buffer area, these values could be 
manipulated based on their representation within the buffer area, with each block group summed 
to derive a representative value for the buffer area.  
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  This methodology is admittedly imperfect, and issues raised with these methods will be 
covered later in this report.  One issue worth noting 
before delving into the analysis results is the 
incompleteness of median housing values for various 
block groups, both for the 2000 decennial Census and 
2007-2011 ACS.  Block groups with very low or no 
single-family homes or rental units were present in the 
data and thus could not be included in the analysis.  
These values were represented within the tabular Census 
data as $0 and, in some instances for median housing 
values, with a figure of $1 million.  Regardless of 
whether the true figures within the block group are on 
the very low or very high end of possible values, the 
representation of these values as such extremes skewed 
the data too heavily and created an inaccurate portrayal 
of actual on-the-ground conditions. 
 As a result of this condition, median housing 
values for non-affected block groups within a buffer area 
were intentionally over-represented to make up for some 
block groups not being usable.  In some instances the 
unusable portions covered the majority of the buffer 
area.  Four stations along the Blue Line—Terminals 1 and 2, Fort Snelling, and Bloomington 
Central—were removed from the final analysis both due to these conditions and as a result of 
low population figures surrounding the station sites. 
 
 Analysis Results 
 Three different regression analyses were performed.  One was for both the METRORail 
and Blue Line put together, comprising 29 stations.  Separate analyses were also performed on 
each line individually, with 16 stations for METRORail and 13 stations for the Blue Line.  It 
should be noted that a larger sample size would be ideal for all three scenarios, particularly so for 
the service-specific regression attempts. 
 When taking both services together, the regression results disprove our hypothesis.  Of 
the six independent variables only the percentage of multi-unit households according the 2007-
2011 ACS shows a statistically significant relationship at a 95% confidence level with changes in 
 All Stations (p-value) Houston Stations (p-
value) 
Minneapolis Stations (p-
value) 
R-Squared 0.3063 0.8845 0.6473 
Walk Score 574.3 (0.442) 1,102.9 (0.484) -1,371.6 (0.420) 
Distance to CBD -1,302.1 (0.401) 2,476.9 (0.380) 76.2 (0.976) 
Chg. Young Pop. -74,376.7 (0.597) -53,393.8 (0.546) 607,217 (0.427) 
HH Age-2000 -88,516.6 (0.095) -16,540.9 (0.631) 166,805.7 (0.214) 
Multi-Unit HH-
2007-2011 
-122,750.2 (0.031) -134,190.6 (0.068) 259,342.1 (0.170) 
Rent Burdened -112.963.1 (0.208) -280,849.3 (0.075) 162,436.9 (0.474) 
Constant 215,799.7 118.956.7 -71,953.8 
For the ½ mile buffer around Houston’s 
McGowen Station, the block group at the 
upper-right hand corner has a median 
house value of $0, whereas the block 
group on the bottom-left has a median 
house value of $1,000,000. 
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median housing values, in the opposite direction than we anticipated.  The direction of nearly all 
variables, save for Walk Score, is the opposite of what we expected.  Walk Score, which we felt 
most strongly about in our hypothesis, does show a positive relationship with increases in 
median housing values, but it is far from conclusive.   
Our r-squared score for the analysis is 0.306, suggesting that the variables we selected 
only explain 30.6% of the variation in housing price appreciation around transit stations.  This 
implies that our model is relatively weak.   
The Houston and Minneapolis-specific analyses do not show any statistically significant 
relationships for any variable.  However, in observing the direction of each variable’s 
relationship to housing price appreciation, we can see how different experiences in the two cities 
have been.  Minneapolis’s stations have displayed a relationship more befitting of our 
expectations, although there is a negative correlation with Walk Score. 
 
Data Concerns 
 In analyzing why the relationship between the dependent and independent variables held 
as they did, a logical place to start would be with the ability of our data methodology to 
accurately represent conditions around a station.  By using a weighted average of observed 
values for Census block groups within the ½ mile buffer of a station site the methodology risks 
incorrectly portraying actual on-the-ground conditions.  For instance, a concentration of single-
family homes significantly lower or higher than the median housing value for the block group as 
a whole may exist within the geography of the buffer area.  However, as the median housing 
value for the block group as a whole is used, variations like this cannot be captured. 
 It’s almost certain inconsistencies like this exist at most of the station areas for any 
number of the variables measured.  Delineating which station areas and which variables are 
affected is not possible without an intimate, first-hand knowledge of these neighborhoods, and 
would still be highly inaccurate even with that knowledge.   
 Ideally this type of analysis would be undertaken on a parcel-by-parcel basis, enabling us 
to more precisely comprehend variables related directly to housing characteristics, such as home 
values, age of homes, and units within the household.  Obtaining and potentially cleaning this 
type of data for Houston and Minneapolis would have been a timely effort, likely outside the 
scope of this analysis, yet it would undoubtedly be a better solution than our current 
mechanisms. 
Another concern with our analysis is whether using the 2007-2011 ACS data allows for 
enough of a time lag for changes around the station areas influenced by the light rail to manifest.  
There is no rule of thumb by which we can expect gentrification to occur at a station site when 
there are conditions in place favoring it.  In some cases neighborhood change is experienced 
prior or during construction of the light rail, influenced by developer interest and speculation of 
land values once the light rail opens.  In other instances it may take many years for gentrification 
processes to play out.   
Each of these possibilities is induced by a countless number of indirect factors, including 
the ease with which development can carry forward, local site control, political and other forms 
of obstruction, the influence of neighborhood groups and other activist stakeholders, and broader 
regional and national economic trends.  The concurrence of the ACS data with the recent 
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economic recession is just one such example of a condition which may have affected how these 
station areas developed.  
Importantly, there is simply a large number of confounding factors which influence how 
development plays out at each station site.  While this study attempts to quantify some of these 
factors, there are many others which we have not included in this analysis or are not quantifiable.  
Public perceptions towards the light rail investment, the demographic and developmental history 
of neighborhoods near station sites, manmade and natural barriers present within these 
neighborhoods (such as a highway overpass or river), institutional land uses such as parks or 
hospitals which cannot be redeveloped, and the presence of vacant land are just some variables 
which will influence how development plays out in a neighborhood. 
Between Houston and Minneapolis the actual alignment of the light rail lines varies too.  
Minneapolis, with a 12-mile line, features many stations befitting a more suburban nature.  At 
the end of the line opposite the downtown area are two stations for the airport and a series of 
stations in the suburb of Bloomington with few residential land uses nearby.  METRORail’s 
stations in Houston are more clustered together, with a more natural orientation from its outlying 
stations to downtown.  Given the more rapid pace of housing price appreciation and higher 
housing values around the Houston stations compared to the Minneapolis stations, despite being 
situated in a metropolitan area with a lower median housing value, one can assume that 
development and redevelopment activity for METRORail has greater than for the Blue Line. 
A more robust analysis would have incorporated data from many different light rail 
systems, not just two.  However, the parameters that were set for this study, mainly incorporating 
light rail systems built during the early/mid 2000s in order to analyze a before and after effect of 
construction, limited our options.  Only the River Line operated by New Jersey Transit in 
suburban Philadelphia and Trenton posed another option, but the overwhelmingly suburban 
characteristics of most stations along this line precluded it from analysis.  Fortunately, a wave of 
new light rail systems has opened over recent years in many urban areas, including Charlotte 
(2007), Phoenix (2008), and Norfolk, VA (2011).  Future analyses incorporating these systems 
may produce more conclusive results, although a significant amount of time will be needed for 
the effects of development at light rail stations to fully play out. 
 
Critiquing the Association Between Housing Price Appreciation and Gentrification  
 Even with these data concerns there is ample reason to take our regression results 
seriously and ruminate on whether our original assumptions are appropriate given how we think 
of the issue of gentrification. 
 The literature on the topic suggests that gentrification is a multi-layered process by which 
increases in property values transform neighborhoods in positive and negative ways.  Increased 
interest in commercial and residential development, replacement of older, poorer populations 
with wealthier, younger groups, and improved accessibility to a variety of services (jobs, 
shopping, parks, whether via the rail transit or within walking distance of one’s residence) are all 
signs of gentrifying neighborhoods as identified by the literature.  Commonly, these changes 
signal an increase in residential property values and rents in the neighborhood. 
 Yet should we expect increases in property values and rents to correspond hand-in-hand 
with each of these factors?  Is it possible that different conditions need to be in place to increase 
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single-family housing values than to increase rents?  It is easy to view each result as one and the 
same, but the regression results suggest that different dynamics can be in place when we’re 
talking about single-family housing value appreciation: 
 Presence of Younger Populations—Gentrification has been shown to be associated with 
an influx of younger, typically college-educated residents.  The demand of these groups on local 
housing markets can impose strains on rents, but demand for single-family homes may not be 
rising in a corresponding fashion.  According to Forbes, two-thirds of college graduates leave 
school with some level of debt, averaging $26,600 per borrower.  This type of obligation 
prevents many from exploring large-scale investments, such as homeownership, until it is 
rendered more affordable (Denhart, 2013).   
Furthermore, younger populations are putting off marriage and parenthood until later 
ages, as well as experiencing weaker job markets with stagnant wages.  This has helped the 
homeownership rate for those aged 35 or younger to drop from 41.3% in 2002 to 36.7% in 2012 
(Dietz, 2013). 
 Presence of Older Buildings—Older buildings provide aesthetic value to urban 
neighborhoods and a refute to what some consider the standardized, cookie-cutter homes seen in 
suburbs.  Our 2012 study found that a premium exists for neighborhoods with a higher 
concentration of buildings held in high aesthetic regard.  There are two glaring issues with tying 
the presence of older buildings in a neighborhood to housing values, however.   
First, while some older houses may fetch a pricing premium, they typically need to be in 
good condition to do so.  For many homes this may require significant work to modernize the 
home to today’s standards.  Save for a highly-desirable neighborhood with intense 
redevelopment activity older housing stocks likely contain a number of low-value homes in need 
of this type of work or beyond saving altogether. 
Second, we are representing older housing in this study as a proxy for the aesthetic and 
architectural value of a neighborhood.  However, architectural worth varies on an individual 
level and across regions of the country.  Older buildings in the northeast, for example, fit a 
different architectural style than those in Houston.  The 1959 date as a cut-off for older buildings 
may actually not be far enough in the past for these cities, and different benchmarks may be 
required depending on the development history of the city in question. 
Presence of Multi-Unit Housing—An increase in multi-unit housing in a neighborhood 
is a common sign of gentrification, as multi-unit developments are typically more profitable on a 
per-unit basis for developers than single-family homes (Clark, Newman, Turner, and Wagner, 
2012, p. 13).  The presence of multi-unit structures may reduce interest in single-family homes 
though.  Depending on the design of the development, interested homeowners may be 
discouraged if a home is in close proximity to multi-unit housing.  This can be due to perceptions 
of who may live in this type of development (especially if it’s predominantly renters) and what 
impacts they may bring to the local area (increased noise, nightlife, traffic, fears about crime).  
Larger developments may also disrupt the scale of a neighborhood to the detriment of single-
family homeowners. 
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Conclusion 
These findings lend support to the notion of more cautiously viewing gentrification, 
increases in residential property values, and increases in rents through the same prism.  Different 
demographic and physical factors may be present in neighborhoods which experience gains in 
residential property values than those which see appreciation in rent.  Given the incredible 
amount of confounding factors which sway how development plays out at new rail transit 
stations in cities across the country it may be nearly impossible to completely delineate what 
affects one versus the other.  Practitioners in the field should be careful to not view these 
outcomes as interchangeable with one another.  
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